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Supplier Code of Conduct 
 

 
The SONOS Supplier Code of Conduct (Code) is based on the International Labor Organization (ILO) conventions, 
local laws, universally accepted fundamental principles, and Responsible Business Alliance (RBA) industry 
standards. The Code establishes the expectations of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) that all suppliers need to 
adhere to, at a minimum. Where local laws or national regulations are more stringent in the location that the business 
operates in, suppliers shall meet the highest requirement.  
 

CSR COMMITMENT 
 
SONOS and its affiliates are committed to corporate social responsibility and responsible sourcing to ensure safe 
working conditions, respect of worker rights, and environmentally conscious business operations. We strive to uphold 
the highest level of honesty and integrity in our business and expect these shared values from our partners. 
All SONOS suppliers shall comply with the Supplier Code and other applicable local laws not explicit in the Code. We 
encourage our suppliers to adhere to the highest level of compliance and adopt a proactive approach to continuous 
improvement. Suppliers shall also communicate and share this Code with their next tier suppliers, agents, and third 
party partners to ensure alignment of CSR expectations throughout the supply chain. In the event that a supplier has 
a code of conduct specific to their business, and that code of conduct is based upon the RBA industry standard, 
supplier may petition SONOS for supplier’s code of conduct to apply to the SONOS relationship, which SONOS may 
consent to in its sole discretion.  
SONOS understands the challenges in the space we and our business partners operate in. We value transparency 
and partnership, and will continuously work to support our suppliers in overcoming challenges and share industry 
best practices. 
 
Freely Chosen Employment 
 

All workers shall have the right to enter into 
and terminate employment freely. There shall 
not be any use of forced, bonded or 
involuntary labor.  This includes human 
trafficking: transporting, harboring, recruiting, 
transferring or receiving persons by means of 
threat, force, coercion, abduction or fraud for 
labor or services. 

 

 
Freedom of Association 
 

Workers shall have the right to join or form 
trade unions of their own choice and be 
allowed to bargain collectively, without 
penalty or interference. 

 

Child Labor 
 

There shall not be recruitment of any child 
labor under 16. Young workers under the age 
of 18 shall not perform hazardous work that is 
likely to jeopardize their health and safety.  

Non-Discrimination 
 

There shall not be any discrimination in 
recruitment and employment practices, such 
as compensation, promotion, termination or 
retirement based on race, caste, social or 
ethnic origin, religion, disability, age, marital 
status, sexual orientation, gender, or political 
affiliation. 
 

Working Hours 
 

Suppliers shall ensure that working hours 
comply with national laws and collective 
agreements. All workers should have at least 

Wages and Benefits 
 

Wages and benefits shall be paid in a timely 
manner for a standard working week to meet, 
at a minimum, legal requirements and the 
basic living needs of workers. Wage 
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one rest day after six days of continuous work 
and all overtime work must be voluntary. 

 

deduction as a disciplinary measure shall be 
prohibited. Overtime hours shall be 
compensated in accordance to local laws. 

 
Humane Treatment 
 

Workers shall be treated with respect and 
dignity. Suppliers shall not use corporal 
punishment, threats or physical abuse on 
workers. Sexual or other harassment and 
intimidation are also prohibited. 

 

Business Integrity & Ethics 
 

Suppliers shall adhere to the highest 
standards of ethical requirements to business 
integrity to prohibit corruption and bribery. 

 

Subcontracting 
 

Suppliers shall request a written consent from 
SONOS on any subcontracting work and may 
only work with a new subcontractor after they 
have agreed to comply with this Code. 
Unauthorized subcontractors are strictly 
prohibited. 

 

Health & Safety 
 

Suppliers shall provide a safe and hygienic 
working and living environment to all workers 
with access to potable water and sanitary 
facilities. Appropriate training shall be 
conducted to exercise emergency precaution 
and promote workplace safety.   

 
Management Systems 
 

Suppliers shall take proactive approach to 
creating and implementing effective systems 
to ensure compliance with the Code of 
Conduct and encourage ownership of internal 
CSR program.  

 

Environment 
 

Suppliers shall comply with all applicable 
environmental policies and local regulations. 
Suppliers shall continuously monitor and 
manage all production processes including 
raw materials procurement, chemicals 
handling, emissions, effluent discharges, and 
disposal of hazardous waste to minimize 
negative impacts on the environment. 

 
  

A supplemental guidance document is also provided by SONOS to support suppliers on Code implementation.
 
With my signature below, I affirm that I have read and understand the SONOS Supplier Code of Conduct and I agree 
to comply with the above Code and other applicable local laws not explicit in the Code.   
Each person signing this Agreement represents and warrants that he or she is duly authorized and has legal capacity 
to execute and deliver this Agreement. 
 
Supplier: Sonos: 
 Sonos, Inc. 
By: 
________________________________ 

By: 
________________________________ 

Name: Name: 
Title: Title: 
Address:  

Phone:   
Email: 
 

 

Date:  
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SUPPLEMENTAL 
GUIDANCE TO SUPPLIER 

CODE OF CONDUCT 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
At SONOS we conduct business with suppliers globally who are of diverse 
socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. We are committed to uphold the highest 
quality of social, ethical, and environmental standards in our supply chain. We strive to 
work with suppliers who share common values with us in responsible sourcing. 
Together with your help, we can promote and influence sustainable and positive 
impacts throughout our supply chain and the industry. 
We encourage our suppliers to adhere to the highest level of compliance and adopt a 
proactive approach to continuous improvement. SONOS understands the challenges in 
the space that we and our business partners operate in. However, we assess our 
supplier’s commitment to our values with these requirements and our goal is to work 
with suppliers to improve working conditions and management systems to ensure safe 
production operations for all.   
We value transparency and partnership, and strive to support our suppliers in 
overcoming challenges and to share in industry best practices. SONOS and its 
affiliates are committed to corporate social responsibility and responsible sourcing to 
ensure safe working conditions, respect of worker rights, and environmentally 
conscious business operations. We strive to uphold the highest level of honesty and 
integrity in our business and expect these shared values from our partners. All SONOS 
suppliers shall comply with the Code and other applicable local laws not explicit in the 

Code.  
How can this help you? 
This document will be useful in providing additional context and explanation to SONOS 
Code of Conduct. While this guidance is optional and supplemental, adherence to the 
Code of Conduct is mandatory. We hope that this supplemental guidance can better 
support your CSR program and your supply chain partners’ CSR programs.   
In particular, this guidance document outlines our current approach to ethical sourcing 
and establishes the expectations of our suppliers. We recognize that our business 
partners also have expectations of us and may have additional questions on our 
approach.  If there are any further questions that cannot be answered in this 
supplemental guidebook or from local government agencies, please contact SONOS 
CSR team for additional support.   

) Suppliers shall also communicate and share this Code to their next tier 
suppliers, agents, and third party partners to ensure alignment of CSR 
expectations throughout the supply chain. 
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Who should read this document? 
We welcome everyone in your organization and your supply chain partner 
organizations to review this document. In particular, we encourage the following 
personnel to review this guidance document in detail: 

Â Senior management team 
Â HR manager and team 
Â Environment, health and safety (EHS) team 
Â Production line leaders 
Â Worker representatives 

 

  KEY PERSON (S) 

  Senior 
management 

HR 
management 

EHS 
team 

Production 
Line 

leaders 

Worker 
representatives 
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Freely Chosen 
Employment 9� 9�  9�  

Child Labor 9� 9�  9�  

Working Hours 9� 9�  9� 9�

Wages and Benefits 9� 9�  9� 9�

Freedom of 
Association 9� 9�  9� 9�

Non-Discrimination 9� 9�  9� 9�

Humane Treatment 9� 9�  9� 9�

Subcontracting 9� 9�  9�  

Management Systems 9� 9�  �  

Business Integrity & 
Ethics 9� 9�  �  

Health and Safety 9�  9� 9�  

Environment 9�  9� 9�  
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CRITICAL/MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS  
 

x No forced labor present in supplier facility in any form such as prison, bonded, 
indentured, or trafficked labor.  
 

x No child labor (workers under the age of 16) found in supplier facility. 
 

x No operation of business without legal license or requisite environment and 
firefighting permits.  
 

x No workers subjected to harassment and abuse, whether verbal, physical, mental, 
psychological, or sexual.  
 

x No legal minimum wage is not paid correctly per legal regulations. 
 

x No working conditions found to be hazardous or pose serious danger to workers’ 
health or life. 
 

x No hazardous discharges (in solid, liquid, or gaseous forms) to the environment 
that seriously deteriorate the health of the local community. 
 

x No subcontracting SONOS production to unauthorized production facilities or 
parties. 
 

x No limiting or denied access of SONOS staff or third party monitors to assess 
facility on SONOS behalf. 
 

x No presence of bribery and corruption. 
 

o SONOS has a strict policy on bribery and corruption. We and our business 
partners strive to conduct business with integrity and ethics. Any offer, 
solicit, or acceptance of payments and gifts to SONOS associates and 
affiliates is strictly prohibited.   
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SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS 
 

Legal Compliance 

� Compliance with national laws and local regulations 
� Maintain valid legal documents (e.g. permits, 

certificates, licenses) 

Social & Labor 
Compliance 
 

� No child labor 
� Young workers prohibited from hazardous and night 

work 
� No forced labor, in any forms 
� Respect for freedom of association and collective 

bargaining 
� No discrimination, in any forms 
� Treat workers with dignity and respect 
� At least minimum wage for all workers 
� Living wages paid on time 
� No excessive working hours 
� Safe and hygienic working and living environment for 

workers 
� Effective emergency or fire safety protocols 
� Valid firefighting permits 
� Occupational disease protection acceptance final 

approval 

Environmental 
Compliance 
 

� Compliance with national laws and local regulations 
� Monitoring of production processes and environmental 

impact 
� Management of environmental performance and set 

targets for environmental sustainability 
� Reduction of hazardous chemicals, waste, and 

emissions into the environment 

Management Systems 
 

� Assign responsibility to key persons to lead 
compliance and internal policies 

� Maintain effective documentation and records  
� Update all permits, licenses, registration to ensure 

validity 
� Implement training protocols and keep records 
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Business Integrity 
 

� No bribery or corruption 
� Transparency and commitment to ethical sourcing  
� Open communication with business partners and 

customers  
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CODE OF CONDUCT GUIDANCE 
 

1. FREELY CHOSEN EMPLOYMENT 

1.1 All forms of forced, slave, bonded, trafficked, indentured and prison labor are 
strictly prohibited. Suppliers shall have adequate and effective policies to ensure 
that any form of forced labor is not used during production.    This includes human 
trafficking: transporting, harboring, recruiting, transferring or receiving persons by 
means of threat, force, coercion, abduction or fraud for labor or services. 
 

1.2 Workers shall not work against their will or in a manner outside of their labor 
contract. Suppliers must have a written policy that is effectively communicated 
and implemented.  

 
1.3 Contracts must be lawful and provided to workers in their native language. 

Contracts may not contain clauses that put any restriction on workers’ movement 
or prevent a worker from terminating the business relationship.  

 
1.4 Workers must have the right to end their employment after giving reasonable 

notice. Wages shall be paid promptly and without penalty and may not be 
withheld as a tactic to prevent or punish a worker from leaving. Fines for 
terminating employment contracts are also prohibited. 

 
1.5 Factories may only work with legal employment agents or labor brokers. 

Recruitment fees are the responsibility of the supplier and workers should bear 
no cost for this service. 

 
1.6 Workers shall have the right to move freely throughout the factory/site – to use 

the toilets, drink water, take designated breaks, receive medical attention, visit 
religious facilities, and leave the factory/site at the end of their shift. They shall 
have the option to refuse overtime and/or hazardous work without fear of 
disciplinary action, discrimination, or termination  

 
1.7 Permission to leave the factory/site shall be granted without disciplinary penalty. 

Requests for leave shall be simple for a worker to submit. 
 
1.8 Workers living in factory/site dormitories shall not have their movement 

unreasonably restricted. 
 

All workers shall have the right to enter into and terminate employment freely. There 
shall not be any use of forced, bonded or involuntary labor. 
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1.9 Passports, work permits, and travel documentation may not be withheld by the 
supplier as a means to control movement. In circumstances where a worker has 
given written permission to a factory/site to hold their passport, the worker must 
have full, immediate access to their documents and the supplier is responsible to 
provide safe storage for workers’ personal documents. 
 

2. CHILD LABOR 

 
2.1 Children under the age of 16 are prohibited from employment. 

 
2.2 Suppliers shall conduct age verification of all workers prior to first day of work and 

maintain official age proof records for all workers without exception. 
 

2.3 Children shall not be present in production areas, especially restricted hazardous 
area. 

 
2.4 Childcare facilities shall be secure and separate from production area. 
 
2.5 Young (or juvenile) workers above the legal working age but under 18 shall not 

work at night or in jobs that are hazardous to their health, safety, or development.  
 
2.6 Young workers shall not work overtime. Suppliers are responsible for registering 

young workers with local authority. 
 
2.7 Apprentices and young workers who are subject to compulsory education laws 

may only work outside of school hours.  

 

3. WORKING HOURS 

There shall not be recruitment of any child labor under 16. Young workers under the age 
of 18 shall not perform hazardous work that is likely to jeopardize their health and safety. 

 
 

Suppliers shall ensure that working hours comply with national laws and collective 
agreements. All workers should have at least one rest day after six days of continuous 
work and all overtime work must be voluntary. 
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3.1 Factory/site shall have a written policy for working hours and overtime that is in 
accordance with legal requirements and clearly states that all overtime are 
voluntary. Such policy must be communicated to all workers. 
 

3.2 Suppliers are required to have a reliable time keeping systems that can be tracked 
and verified. Where manual time card tracking is used, records must include daily 
in an out times, breaks and employee signature at a minimum. 

 
3.3 Workers are responsible for tracking attendance times and shall have unrestricted 

access to own time cards. In the situation that a supervisor records these times, 
a signature confirming the accuracy of hours is required.  

 
3.4 Attendance records will be maintained onsite for no less than 12 months. 
 
3.5 One day of rest shall be provided during every 7 day period unless workers agree 

and are provided an additional day of rest during the following week. 
 

3.6 Per RBA standards, weekly working hours should not exceed 60 hours, including 
overtime.   

 
 

 
 

  

SONOS understands that adherence to working hour requirements may be 
challenging during circumstances such as strikes, labor shortage, peak 
production seasons, and etc.  

However, at the minimum, we expect suppliers to take a transparent and 
continuous improvement approach to better manage working hour 
conditions.  

We would also like to encourage suppliers to communicate with SONOS if 
longer working hours occur during exceptional or unusual cases. 
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4. WAGES AND BENEFITS 

 
4.1 Suppliers shall keep a payroll system documenting wages paid to each worker by 

hour, day, month or piece as applicable. Payroll records must accurately reflect 
regular hours, overtime hours, bonus, holiday pay, and etc.  
 

4.2 All workers shall be fairly compensated for their work and paid in regular intervals 
without delay. Legal minimum wage (local or national, whichever highest) shall be 
guaranteed to all workers. Worker paid by piece rate or on a temporary contact 
are no exception. 

 
4.2.1 Pay slips must be in a language the worker understands, with all 

explanation of payment such as 
� Time and days worked 
� Wage or piece rate earned per day 
� Regular and overtime hours, bonuses 
� Allowances and description of deductions 

 
4.3 Overtime hours must be compensated at the legally mandated premium rates.  
 
4.4 Workers should be well informed and knowledgeable about their wages, how they 

are calculated, withholdings and other legal deductions prior to starting 
employment. Documented understanding shall be kept in their personnel file. 

 
4.5 Disciplinary deductions are prohibited. 
 
4.6 The supplier must pay and/or provide all legally required benefits, including 

holidays, paid leave, social insurance and medical benefits. The supplier will also 
provide, at no cost to workers, the tools needed to perform their jobs. 

 
4.7 Probationary employment periods may not exceed legal limits and a worker 

should have no more than one probationary period. When the probationary period 
is over, a worker’s seniority date should be considered the start date of the 
probationary period.   

 

Wages and benefits shall be paid in a timely manner for a standard working week to meet, 
at a minimum, legal requirements and the basic living needs of workers. Wage deduction 
as a disciplinary measure shall be prohibited. Overtime hours shall be compensated in 
accordance to local laws. 
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4.8 Current and accurate payroll, wage and hour documentation shall be maintained 
for current and terminated workers for at least one year after the end of 
employment or longer if required by law. 

 

5. FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION 

 
5.1 Supplier shall have a policy and procedures on freedom of association and will 

comply with local laws and regulations. Training shall be provided to all workers 
on this policy.  
 

5.2 Suppliers shall respect workers’ right to associate or join legal organizations of 
their choosing. They shall not suppress or take negative action against workers 
that associate or organize. They will respect the rights of those that refrain from 
joining a trade union. Suppliers will not terminate or deny a promotion to any 
worker attempting to join a union or bargain collectively.  

 
5.3 Where local law limits the right to freely associate, suppliers shall establish 

policies and procedures providing for parallel means of workers organizing.  
 
5.4 Suppliers will not interfere in representative elections. Management will be kept 

separate from these activities and not favor one organization over another. 
 

5.5 Where a collective bargaining agreement exists, suppliers will comply with all 
contractual provisions.  
 

5.6 Suppliers will engage with representatives for the purpose of collective bargaining. 
Individuals should be recognized by the majority of workers as their bargaining 
representative. Factories shall maintain records and minutes for labor union 
meetings. 
 

5.7 Workers should have the ability to raise concerns related to freedom of 
association and collective bargaining through the factory/site’s established 
grievance mechanism. 

 

Workers shall have the right to join or form trade unions of their own choice and be 
allowed to bargain collectively, without penalty or interference. 
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6. NON-DISCRIMINATION 

 
6.1 Suppliers shall not engage or tolerate discrimination in their hiring, compensation, 

training opportunities, promotion, termination and retirement procedures.  A 
policy and procedure shall be established and effectively communicated to all 
employees.  
 

6.2 All current or prospective workers shall be given an equal opportunity to 
employment regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, mental or physical 
disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, pregnancy, marital status, 
nationality, ancestry, political opinion, trade union affiliation, social or ethnic origin, 
genetic information, protected veteran status or any other status protected by 
country law.  

 
6.3 Refusal to hire workers based on their associations with a particular group or 

status is strictly prohibited. Threatening, disciplining, punishing or firing specific 
groups of workers is strictly prohibited. 

 
6.4 Factories may not retaliate against an individual for filing a good faith charge of 

discrimination, participating in an investigation, or opposing discriminatory 
practices. 

 
6.5 Medical exams may not be administered unless required by law. They may not be 

used as a means for hiring or termination. 
 
6.6 Pregnancy testing is strictly prohibited and management may not inquire about 

female workers’ pregnancy status. These rights may not be restricted nor used to 
discriminate against the worker when considering their work status. 

 
6.7 Workers returning to work post maternity/paternity leave shall keep their same 

position. 
 
6.8 Religious observance including prayer breaks and religious holidays shall be 

provided. 

 

There shall not be any discrimination in recruitment and employment practices, such as 
compensation, promotion, termination or retirement based on race, caste, social or ethnic 
origin, religion, disability, age, marital status, sexual orientation, gender, or political 
affiliation. 
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7. HUMANE TREATMENT 
 

7.1 There shall be a written policy on worker treatment, including acceptable and 
unacceptable conduct, and a procedure to handle cases where violations occur. 
Effective communication and training of the policy must be provided to all 
employees during orientation on a regular basis thereafter, including when 
policies are updated.  
 

7.2 Workers must never be threatened with physical contact. Sexual harassment is 
strictly prohibited. Preferential treatment may not be offered in exchange for 
sexual engagement between management and workers. Workers who refuse 
inappropriate advances may not be retaliated against. 

  
7.3 Illegal methods of discipline and threatening to withhold a worker’s basic rights is 

strictly prohibited. Suppliers may not limit a workers access to food, water, toilets, 
medical care and other basic services as a means to coerce behavior, nor will 
these basic rights be used as an incentive to work. 

 
7.4 Intimidation tactics must never be used to create fear in workers including 

throwing objects, raising one’s voice or using excessive profanity. 
 
7.5 Monetary fines may not be used to penalize workers.  
 
7.6 There shall be a written policy and procedure in place for handling workers’ 

grievances in a confidential manner that allows a worker to report a grievance to 
a person other than the worker’s direct supervisor. Part of the procedure must 
include a system to review and resolve complaints effectively.  

 
7.7 Grievance systems must be communicated and understood by workers. Policies 

shall be communicated during new worker orientation and present in employee 
handbooks. Suggestions boxes shall be anonymous and easily accessible to 
workers.  

 

Workers shall be treated with respect and dignity. Suppliers shall not use corporal 
punishment, threats or physical abuse on workers. Sexual or other harassment and 
intimidation are also prohibited. 
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8. SUBCONTRACTING 
 

8.1 All subcontractors must be disclosed to and approved by SONOS prior to work 
start. 
 

8.2 Suppliers shall be responsible for the subcontractor’s conduct and ensure that 
they comply with SONOS Code of Conduct. 

 

9. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
 

9.1 Suppliers are responsible for developing management systems to prevent non-
compliance with SONOS Code of Conduct and assigning responsibility and 
accountability to capable person(s) who understand the expectations of the Code. 
 

9.2 Suppliers shall have written policies and internal procedures to oversee all 
aspects of SONOS Code of Conduct.  

 
9.2.1 Policies should include but are not limited to the following: 

� Hiring requirements 
� Grievance mechanisms 
� Worker awareness and discipline training 
� Health and safety training 
� Anti-bribery or gifting protocols 
 

9.3 Suppliers shall provide awareness and training to all workers, including 
administration staff and managers/supervisors, with proper documentation.  
 

9.4 Policies, procedures, and the people responsible shall be reviewed on a regular 
basis. Amendments or changes shall be updated as applicable.  
 

Suppliers shall request a written consent from SONOS on any subcontracting work and 
may only work with a new subcontractor after they have agreed to comply with this Code. 
Unauthorized subcontractors are strictly prohibited. 
 

Suppliers shall take proactive approach to creating and implementing effective systems to 
ensure compliance with the Code of Conduct and encourage ownership of internal CSR 
program. 
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9.5 Where violations occur, suppliers will review each violation and develop a 
corrective action plan that will address the root cause and take preventive actions 
to reduce or eliminate recurrence in the future.  
 

9.6 Suppliers shall take ownership of their supply chain and conduct internal audits 
as needed. 
 

9.7 The factory/site’s policies shall be communicated to their business partners and 
subcontractors and written confirmation of receipt shall be maintained. 
 

9.8 A personnel file must be available for each worker and must include, at a minimum 
a copy of age verification document (i.e. government issued ID card, passport, 
social insurance card, etc.) and a recent photo.  

 
10. BUSINESS INTEGRITY & ETHICS 

 
10.1 Suppliers shall not offer, pay, solicit, or accept bribes, including facilitation 

payments or other gifts that are intended for inappropriate advantages. 
 

10.2 Suppliers must have an ethical policy and procedure in place and provide training 
on the topic to all workers.  

 

11. HEALTH & SAFETY 

 
11.1 Suppliers shall establish a system in place to support compliance efforts with legal 

health and safety regulations. 
 

11.2 Suppliers shall appoint a health and safety manager to lead the health and safety 
committee. This includes responsibilities such as monitoring of all required 
documents, conducting training protocols, and ensuring a safe work environment. 

 

Suppliers shall adhere to the highest standards of ethical requirements to business integrity 
to prohibit corruption and bribery. 

Suppliers shall provide a safe and hygienic working and living environment to all workers 
with access to potable water and sanitary facilities. Appropriate training shall be 
conducted to exercise emergency precaution and promote workplace safety.   
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11.3 Permits and certificates related to inspections, substances, building and 
equipment operations, and workplace safety must be available and valid (not 
expired).  

 
11.3.1 The structure of the production and residential facilities shall be 

stable, safe and shall not put workers’ health or safety in jeopardy. 
Permits must be updated if there are any new expansion or 
modification projects on site. 
 

11.3.2 A valid fire license, which covers the entire facility premise, must 
be maintained and available.  

 
11.3.3 Special equipment are required to be registered. Permits must be 

valid for special equipment operations. 
 

11.3.4 Occupational disease hazards registration and hygiene monitoring 
reports on indoor air quality must be available.  

 
11.4 Health and safety training must be provided to all workers. Drills and fire-fighting 

equipment checks must be done routinely and all records must be documented.  
 

11.5 Supplier shall develop and communicate an emergency and fire evacuation plan.  
 

11.5.1 Diagrams must be posted in various, prominent locations around 
the facility. Maps shall be in the local language of the workforce 
and include a “you are here” mark, accurate layout, fire 
extinguishers, and instruction of what to do during an emergency 
event, so workers and visitors can exit the building efficiently and 
safely during an emergency.  
  

11.5.2 Aisles, exits and stairwells must be clear from obstruction at all 
times. Workers cannot be blocked into their workstations. 

 
11.5.3 Emergency lighting must be available at all stairways and as 

needed in exit routes. Suppliers shall have secondary power 
supply in case of emergency black-out. Inspection of emergency 
lighting shall occur periodically and in accordance with local law. 

 
11.5.4 All exits must be clearly marked, and doors that are not exits shall 

be labeled accordingly in the local language of the worker with “Not 
an Exit.” 

 
11.5.5 Exit doors must never be locked and must open in the direction of 

egress.  
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11.5.6 The number of emergency exits shall be in accordance with local 

law. Two exits are suggested where no law exists.  
 

11.5.7 Firefighting equipment, including fire extinguishers, must be clearly 
marked, easily accessible and properly maintained at all times. 

 
11.5.8 Fire extinguishers must be routinely checked and inspections shall 

be documented. 
 

11.5.9 Types of fire extinguishers shall be based on potential fire class of 
the existing hazards in the facility. 

 
11.5.10 A minimum of one fire extinguisher must be installed per 100 

square meters or at least 2 on every level if the total area is below 
200 square meters. 

 
11.5.11 Electrical equipment and wiring shall be properly maintained, 

covered/insulated to prevent exposure of wires.  
 
11.6 Machines shall have appropriate safety guards in place. Workers must be 

provided with all necessary personal protection equipment (PPE) to ensure safety 
at no cost.  Training must be provided and documented to workers routinely to 
help them understand how to operate machines safely and use PPE.  

 
11.7 Chemicals and gas tanks/cylinders shall be stored in a separate covered area 

equipped with appropriate fire extinguishers, safety signs, ventilation, anti-
explosive lights, and instructions for handling. 

 
11.7.1 Chemicals and waste containers shall be stored properly and 

labeled accordingly in the local language of the worker. Secondary 
containment measures, considering the chemicals that they hold, 
shall be in place to ensure that potential leaks or spills do not harm 
workers or the environment.   
 

11.7.2 Flammable and combustible chemicals must be segregated from 
oxidizing chemicals, reactive chemicals, electrical sources, and etc. 

 
11.7.3 “No smoking” signs must be posted in non-designated smoking 

areas, such as in chemical storage zones and in areas where 
chemicals are used. 

 
11.8 Workers exposed to chemicals, dust, noise and other situations shall be 

continuously provided free occupational health checks where required by law. 
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Medical reports shall be maintained on site for no less than one year, or longer if 
required by law. Suppliers shall also be responsible to implement a safety risk 
analysis program.  
 

11.9 Toxic substances and dangerous machinery should be identified and effectively 
managed by providing the applicable training and ensuring chemicals are properly 
stored and labeled with Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS). MSDS shall be 
available in the local language of the worker. Appropriate safety signage with 
proper handling instructions shall be posted. 

 
11.10 A medical clinic must be available on-site or in close proximity to address basic 

health and injury needs. A system to address severe injuries must also be in place. 
Accident and injury records shall be documented by the factory/site and 
investigated to prevent recurrence. 

 
11.11 Emergency eyewash stations and/or showers must be provided in close proximity 

to chemical handling where required by local law.  
 
11.12 First aid kits must be well-stocked with the appropriate medical supplies (i.e. 

bandages, scissors, gloves, gauze, eyewash solution, antiseptic ointment and an 
emergency log) and easily accessible to all workers. Workers should have an 
understanding of first aid materials. Workers shall be trained in first aid to assist 
during emergencies. 

 
11.13 Noise, ventilation and lighting shall all be at suitable levels to allow workers to 

complete their jobs without unnecessary strain. Where there are local legal 
requirements, sites shall be in compliance.  

 
11.14 Toilets shall be clean and functional with sufficient supplies, and facilities shall be 

well-stocked and separated by gender.  
 
11.15 Potable water sources must be available to all workers. Monthly tests results must 

be documented. 
 
11.16 Canteens shall be sanitary and comply with all local legal requirements. A hygiene 

certificate must be obtained for canteen/kitchen operation. Canteens shall have 
sufficient seating to accommodate a majority of the workers.  

 
11.17 Dormitories shall be clean, safe and a generally hygienic living enforcement for 

workers. They shall comply with all local legal requirements. Male and female 
employees shall have separate living quarters. 

 
11.17.1 Sleeping arrangements shall not be overcrowded and every worker 

shall be provided their own bed and a secure area for personal 
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items. Per the International Labor Organization (ILO), the floor area 
for workers shall be not less than 7.5 square meters in rooms 
accommodating two persons; 11.5 square meters in rooms 
accommodating three persons; or 14.5 square meters in rooms 
accommodating four persons. If a room accommodates more than 
four persons, the floor area shall be at least 3.6 square meters per 
person. 

 
12. ENVIRONMENT 

 
12.1 Supplier shall have an effective Environmental Management System (EMS) in 

place including a written policy and procedures addressing environmental 
protection.  The EMS should be based on the national and/or local environmental 
protection laws. Additionally, suppliers should also be aware of international 
standards as further guidance for continuous environmental improvement.   
 

12.2 Factory/site shall have an effective monitoring system to review environmental 
compliance and keep records (e.g. permits, test reports, certificates) up to date.  
 

12.3 Supplier must have a protocol on chemical management and practice safe 
chemical storage and handling procedures. Training shall be conducted for all 
workers handling hazardous substances. 

 
12.4 Supplier must follow laws related to the disposal of hazardous materials (in solid 

or fluid forms) and chemicals so that these materials do not pollute the 
environment. In the event hazardous or polluting materials are discharged 
improperly, suppliers must notify the appropriate authorities and take immediate 
remedial actions. 

 
12.5 To improve air quality when using chemicals and solvents, suppliers shall not use 

any ozone-depleting substances (ODS).   

Suppliers shall comply with all applicable environmental policies and local regulations. 
Suppliers shall continuously monitor and manage all production processes including raw 
materials procurement, chemicals handling, emissions, effluent discharges, and disposal of 
hazardous waste to minimize negative impacts on the environment. 
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY 

Key Terms Definitions 
 

Air emissions Substances discharged into the air in the form of gases, particulates or 
vapor, and often containing harmful pollutants. These include fumes, 
vapors, dust and smoke. 

Annual Leave Number of days of paid leave per year given to a worker as time off from 
his or her work, for the purpose of recreation or rest. 

Apprentices Work performed by students of vocational schools or other educational 
institutions to gain practical work experience in their course of study. 

Base wage The amount received by a worker for a given work period, up to the 
allowed basic work hours established by law (e.g. 40 hours in China and 
48 hours in Bangladesh). Base wage does not include overtime 
compensation or other additional pay such as bonuses, transportation and 
living allowances. 

Bonded labor Work performed by workers who are indebted to labor brokers/agencies or 
companies through unethical labor practices such as recruitment fees, 
transportation costs, and living arrangement expenses. 

Bribe Any offer or acceptance in form of money, gifts, travel, entertainment, or 
other considerations with intention of business advantage or persuasion. 

Child labor Work performed by children under the age of 16 

Collective Bargaining 
Agreement 

Set of terms negotiated by worker representations (e.g. unions) and 
management regarding employment conditions. 

Compensation The wages and benefits (monetary and non-monetary) provided by the 
employer to the worker. 

Discrimination Any distinction, exclusion or preference based on a personal characteristic 
which deprives a person of access to equal opportunity or treatment in any 
area of employment. 

Environment 
Management System 

(EMS) 

A system of policies, procedures and personnel that enable a site to 
identify, monitor and control its impacts on the environment. 
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Fair Wage Compensation sufficient to meet workers’ basic needs and provide some 
discretionary income. 

Forced labor Work performed by workers that are against their free will, coerced by their 
recruiter or employer. Coercion tactics include violence or threats of 
violence, or more subtle means such as accumulated debt, retention of 
identity papers or threats of denunciation to immigration authorities. 
Human trafficking, slave labor, prison labor, indentured labor are also 
forms of forced labor. 

Harassment Inappropriate conduct or offense that is based on race, color, religion, sex 
(including pregnancy), sexual orientation, national origin, age, disability or 
genetic information. Harassment becomes unlawful where 1) enduring the 
offensive conduct becomes a condition of continued employment, or 2) the 
conduct is severe or pervasive enough to create a work environment that a 
reasonable person would consider intimidating, hostile, or abusive. 

Hazardous waste Any waste or combination of wastes with the potential to damage human 
health, living organisms or the environment when improperly treated, 
stored, transported or disposed. 

Hazardous Work Any working condition that has the potential of damaging worker health. 
Conditions by which work would be considered hazardous include: 
� Work underground, underwater, at dangerous heights or in confined 

spaces.  
� Work with dangerous machinery, equipment, tools, or requires heavy 

handling. 
� Work which is performed in an unhealthy or hazardous environment, or 

under particularly difficult conditions. 

Home Worker Workers who are usually working with no contract or under a “self-
employment” relationship with the employer. They are typically 
subcontracted workers who carry out paid work for firms/businesses or 
their intermediaries usually within their own homes. 

Indentured labor Situations where an employer forbids workers from leaving employment at 
the worker’s discretion. Slavery is a form of indentured labor performed 
under duress and in degrading conditions. 

Labor brokers Person or agency that recruits workers for companies, and typically 
charges recruitment fees directly to the workers. 

Legally Mandated 
Benefits 

Those benefits, such as annual leave, social insurance and medical care 
which must be provided to employees by law. 
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Management System The framework of policies, processes and procedures used to ensure that 
an organization can fulfil all tasks required to achieve its objectives. 

Material Safety Data 
Sheet (MSDS) or Safety 

Data Sheet (SDS) 

A form that references the properties of a substance, proper handling 
instructions, storage recommendations, health effects, disposal 
instructions, and necessary protective and safety precautions. A MSDS is 
intended for industrial users, manufacturers and safety personnel that may 
come in direct contact with the substances. 

Migrant Workers Workers who are recruited to work in a facility from another region or 
locality. Foreign migrant workers are those whose country of origin differs 
from the facility's location of operation. 
 

Minimum Wage The lowest legal hourly amount payable to a worker by law for performed 
work or services. 

Night Work Any work done between 10 pm and 5 am is considered night work, unless 
specified otherwise by local law. 

Overtime Work performed in addition to regular or basic working hours as defined by 
applicable country’s law. 

Overtime wage Compensation for work that exceeds the basic hours established by law, 
paid typically at a premium rate of 25%-100% over the regular rate, as is 
legally required. 

Ozone Depleting 
Substances (ODS) 

A chemical substance, usually consisting of a combination of chlorine, 
fluorine, or bromine plus carbon, such as chlorofluorocarbons and hydro-
chlorofluorocarbons that has been shown to destroy stratospheric ozone. 
These substances are commonly found in aerosol products, foams, fire 
extinguishers etc. and are used as refrigerants in air-conditioning and 
cooling equipment. 

Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) 

Precautionary devices used to protect employees from injury or illness 
resulting from contact with chemical, radiological, physical, electrical, 
mechanical, or other workplace hazards. 

Physical abuse Physical abuse is any act causing injury or trauma to another person by 
way of bodily contact that includes pushing, slapping, cutting, punching, 
kicking, and/or ripping which is intended to inflict pain on another person. 

Prison labor Work performed by individuals who are incarcerated by the state, military, 
or any other entity. 
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Psychological or mental 
abuse 

Behavior that may result in psychological trauma, including anxiety, 
chronic depression, or post-traumatic stress disorder. For example, telling 
migrant or foreign contract workers that they risk being deported if they 
leave their employment with the factory/site or telling workers the 
factory/site will have to close if a union is formed.  

Retaliation Any negative action or credible threat against an employee who in good 
faith reports problems to management, participates in worker interviews 
during compliance assessments, or helps in the investigation of a worker’s 
grievance. 

Risk Assessment A systematic process of evaluating the potential risks that may be involved 
in an area task, job, or other activity. 

Sexual harassment or 
abuse 

Harassment involving the making of unwanted sexual advances or 
obscene remarks. This includes inappropriate touching of employees or 
making sexual comments that can be considered sexually suggestive in 
any way.  
 

Sludge Solid or semisolid residue that is removed during the wastewater treatment 
process. 

Solid Waste Discarded solid materials, which are not hazardous, from the consumption 
of goods and services and the manufacture of goods. Examples of solid 
waste include food and yard/garden waste, paper, cardboard, cloth, 
leather, product packaging, glass and metal containers. 

Sub-contractor Any business entity or individual(s) in the supply chain that directly or 
indirectly produces or provides components, semi-finished goods, finished 
goods or services integral to or utilized in the production of SONOS 
products. 

Subcontractor workers A subcontracting arrangement is a business-to-business relationship 
between a supplier and a contractor (agency or other type of 3rd party). 
The sub-contractor worker is hired and paid by the contractor to perform 
services for the supplier. 

Temporary worker A worker with a labor contract of limited or unspecified duration with no 
guarantee of continuation. Temporary workers are usually not entitled to 
benefits that the local labor codes require such as vacation pay, leave and 
severance pay upon termination of employment. 

Verbal abuse Behavior that includes screaming, insulting language, name calling, 
threatening, and/or sexually demeaning language. 

Wastewater Effluent water and water-carried solids that have been used or impacted 
by production processes, including industrial, sanitary and storm water 
discharges. 
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Young worker Any worker over the age of a child (16) and under the age of 18. 
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APPENDIX B. RECOMMENDED DOCUMENTS LIST 
 
Proper documentation is important for meeting compliance with local law and 
customer requirements. We encourage your facility to maintain and update, as 
necessary, the following documents (in no particular order): 
 
; requisite legal permits or licenses to operate business 

; valid fire license or permits to ensure fire safety protocols 

; environmental permits and impact reports 

; occupational disease protection acceptance final approval  

; testing records (e.g. structural, potable water, air quality, and etc.) 

; authorization notices 

; facility policies or standards (e.g. recruitment and hiring, worker handbooks, CSR 

commitment, and etc.) 

; safety procedures or emergency protocols (e.g. chemical safety, fire safety, 

natural disasters, and etc.) 

; personnel files (e.g. hiring, working hours and payroll records) 

; taxation and other financial records 

; inspection records from third-party agencies 

; factory/site guidelines, policies, and workplace protocols 

; standard worker contracts 

; training records (e.g. orientation, fire safety, chemical handling and storage, 

working hours and wages, PPE, anti-bribery policy, and etc.) 

; grievance records 

; organizational chart with clear roles and responsibilities 

; termination notes and records of disciplinary actions 

; facility floor plans and evacuation maps 
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APPENDIX C. REFERENCES 
 

1. Responsible Business Alliance (RBA) Code of Conduct 
http://www.responsiblebusiness.org/standards/code-of-conduct/ 
 

2. Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) Base Code 
http://www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code 
 

3. International Labour Organization (ILO) International Labour Standards 
http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labour-
standards/conventions-and-recommendations/lang--en/index.htm 
 

4. International Organization for Standardization ISO 14001 
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=60857 
 

5. Social Accountability International (SAI) SA 8000 
http://sa-
intl.org/_data/n_0001/resources/live/SA8000%20Standard%202014.pdf 
 

6. Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/index.html 
 

7. Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI) Code of Conduct 
http://www.bsci-intl.org/content/bsci-code-conduct 
 

8. United National Global Compact 
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/1151 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.responsiblebusiness.org/standards/code-of-conduct/
http://www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code
http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labour-standards/conventions-and-recommendations/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labour-standards/conventions-and-recommendations/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=60857
http://sa-intl.org/_data/n_0001/resources/live/SA8000%20Standard%202014.pdf
http://sa-intl.org/_data/n_0001/resources/live/SA8000%20Standard%202014.pdf
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/index.html
http://www.bsci-intl.org/content/bsci-code-conduct
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/1151
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 ੧Оӕөځ҈

 
 
澦SONOS ԽөչऄߎՉङׂݎࡤٺ澝ઁࡣگࡣސ੧Оӕө澧љ֢எԍٗুৃͧILOͨӲؔङҸ澝֪ځ҈

澞җਲ਼߈ߊவङސଇӱङѣЏ॑ѫુѠصਙځबҼ҈߄੧Џ੧Оઁਸ੧Џ߶ӕঈОׂॅͫગؔд۱

ੈ۱֪֨ङݕઁࡣ؟֢۪گࡣ֪ڢӟдЕࠀङځ҈ͫࡌࢠڢځૡ߂ࡌ澞 
  

ѢЎडѪઐџ۩ 

SONOS ՃҿҸ՛ਚԃйܛ܈ѣЏ॑ѫુѠيڐٷિુѠͫेґٗҁߚў؍Ҷͫմٗߓӯڱӱ୍س澝

љ࣪ґОࣲھੈЏԇ澞۩՛֨ੈИҶԃ㕒،߂ٵࡊङ峭ҒͫЭڭߊՠҁѪѴ߄ܨչ۩՛▲߽ङџқ

澞 

SONOS ङ۱ځ҈߄ୃځથସ،ߎ澦҈ځ੧Оӕө澧ङͫࡌљՃӕөޢߌॐଠऀङҿѕ֪گࡣސ

ङઁؔ澞۩ћ௴ԋઁࡣ SONOS 澞SONOS֑ݷ੧ܴݒРߢՈ॥ͫࡌૡՠઁࢠ֪چ३ם߂ৄځ҈

љͫؠӕөҁ㿺ପͫЊѕћӣцӕөӄߎՠҁѪѴ֠ސ澝їࣲՃআІځ҈ك▲થչӇЈځଐځ҈

ेґځ҈ߚޅୃঅՠ SONOS  澞ڭߊѣЏ॑ѫુѠٗҁङث

SONOS չچޢଥં୍ސ۩வவୃਈҟӱ؏২澞ސސڭߊЉٷИङܸ۫ͫЭ࣪הੈ۱ځਘ૯չ҈ࠟ

ՠҁҼͫرٷԊԃͫٮԉ SONOS  ૪澞ؘ҄߂澝बлӣц੧Џܸ۫߆ұځ҈

 
 Џਘंؼ
 

⚕Ҽ࠲ॹչৄڏਘंߓ߄ڢځմٗୃ߄۱

ͫЉڠ֨ڱଘԍԈ澝ܙ❔ԍԈչளਘ۠ԍ

Ԉङەӑ澞 
 

ৈ॑ਘं 
 

մܷٗߓ߄ځਘٜङଣܫՀԆ۪ুٗڏѫͫځ

ҪકѕћՀйதѽળӮͫٷЉোеۚৣ۪ٴ

 澞
 

ॗऀॿٗ 
 

ऀԝҹٍљЈङॿٗͫ18࠲ॗ ٍљЈङۨߌ

Ҷङ؍۪ډՕਈԮՃҿ૯ѽҡ߄ђзڱЉٗٶ

 ҁ澞ٗ؞߄

Նં࠷ث 
 

澝॑澝य़ޕОय़֜ڱ刑չ⚕ٗҁИͫЉܥ

ѫӟ૯۪ޕࡇ੦澝ؑݾ澝૯ѽҡҶ३چ澝ٶ

௹澝〒⾶ࣙӑ澝ۅՈէ澝ۅӰ澝࡞ݺӰঈԽ

ޞ懙澝㩔ԟ澝આ۪ଞѧঈзԇܕࣲה֨ͫ֜

֨ѠѾં࠷澞 
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 ޞٗ
 

չதѽઁࡣگࡣ؟অՠ֢ޞથेґٗځځ҈

ԣઑङࡌ澞۱߄մٗਙ֨ځصକٗҁҹמ

եѧ߄۱ͫמ▲ێԆࣰୃீڷӟйਘ۠澞 
 

ٗչक़ӯ 
 

մٗङٗչक़ӯځથՃܷޞ߶ӕٗҁյݵ

іͫђ৲ਙࢠصૡઁࡣگࡣङ߂Ѻࡌ澝ࢠૡ

մׂٗࣿߎ澞ॗٗۻ܋࠲ҁОۚ۴ה

 і圈懙澞ݵࡌઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢܷځ澞Ԇࣰ࠼
 

 մٗڭ֑
 

ثڱЉځЕ澞҈سѕћङܔٷմ୍ٗسځ

մٗ੧ѽৣ澝۪૯ѽ垬ڭ澞ثմٗ੧

 ङ澞࠲չ㔼⩠Эީੴॗ܃澝ҿѕ橭܃橭ۅ
 

Џ峭Ғչଳڴ 
 

ڴ߶ӕङЏ峭Ғଳ߂ֳܴڢځځ҈

 勵ૂչ带帨澞࠲ॗͫࡌ
 

ӣԕ 
 

ڱзүՈځ՟ாٗҁӣԕӹͫୃر֨ځ҈

SONOS ङаவգ۞ͫЭՑޏ֨߄ӣԕգ۞ସ

۵ਈЊҿՠҁ澞Еॗ҅ځӕөљեͫ҈ߎ،

 ङӣԕ澞ߓ݉ߌऀ
 

ҡ؍ډҶ 
 

ҶԬࣿङٗҁչ؍҈ݕથէҶѽմٗځځ҈

੧ଠځ澞ޑչԬࣿગࡊऀ҈ݕͫ࣪ࣿ

ٗҁ֫۱ݕী澝ࢦࠄۄځيڐङׁઐͫڢ

ङ؍Ҷۅ澞 
 

ࣲѽ 
 

ङݼ߄ޑॹչؘڏޑݒङߢથՈ॥ځځ҈

Ӳेͫچґସ،ߎ੧ОӕөͫٷЌ௴ԋيڐӄ

ୂѣЏ॑ѫુѠாऩ澞 
 

࣪ґ 
 

گࡣ֪ڢঌչݺґबҼ࣪߄થସ،۱ځځ҈

澝މߕԽܬչࣲԕݏЌܴडٷͫઁࡣ

ԗ؆սݱҁ澝ݹࡈם澝ݹࡊࡑ澝Ԯகڒڅ

ଭۨ࣪ثҿر३ͫфࣿ߄֨ӄङ۱ה

ङЉӯڧրਙ߂Ѻٵࡊ澞 
 

 
 
SONOS 䘎ᨆבҼ㺛ݻሲᮽԬθᑤࣟבᓊ㩳ᇔᵢࡏⲺ亯㿺ᇐ 
 
Јவ߄۩ङդ,۩ेઍ۩ٝஃયՃޢग SONOS ङेޢ߄࡚گࡣ֪ڢգ۞ସ،Їଚ،өչҿѕଠऀङٷ,੧О،өځ҈

،ө澞 

 ԣઑ澞ߎ੧չ㇎੧ۼ૯ѡԾؔࡣ߄Ӏٷङߓ݉ڔ࠳ީװԣઑङыї੮չґચѕ۪ߎЗ০
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Supplier: Sonos: 

 Sonos, Inc. 
By: 
________________________________ 

By: 
________________________________ 

Name: Name: 
Title: Title: 
Address:  

Phone:   
Email: 
 

 

Date:  
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 ڕ

SONOS ֨ҶࣱЊ߄व՟य़॑ѫչކԗਅްङ҈ځيڐЏԇ澞۩՛़ځ҈֨ںИֳܴ

੧િુѠЇङՠځबգџқङ҈߄ӕͫҶԃЊչ۩՛߶Ճ࣪ڴङ॑ѫ澝ଳ߂

ҁ澞߄д՛ङٮԉͫ۩՛ؼਈ֨ځ҈ߚޅչҶ੧ЏИͫם۽ՕܴՇيЇङ॥ڧߢրͫ

 րԃ澞ڧԆޑٷ

۩՛௴ԋ҈ځସ،߂ٵࡊङՠઁٷͫࡌՈ॥ߢङܴ֑ݷРݒ澞SONOS Эࣲઆ۩՛

Ճ۩՛ՠҁੈ࣪И֨ङܸ۫ͫ֜ٷ࠴Љސ߄۱֨ڭߊவୃਈଇӱ؏২澞Љଋͫ۩ћ

Эѫછѳ SONOS ߚҁ֑ٗݷ੧ՠҁͫځЊ҈֨ޜમͫ܈ҁӟङࡌпџқثځ҈

ўչࣲѽͫेґيڐએ۱߄ыୃਈՉञङ؍Ҷࣿфੈ澞 

۩՛୍ંଥچޢչՠҁѪѴҼͫرٷԊԃܴݵ SONOS ҄߂һц੧Џܸͫ۫߆ұځ҈

ؘ૪澞SONOS ՃҿҸ՛ਚԃйܛ܈ѣЏ॑ѫુѠيڐٷિુѠͫेґٗҁߚў؍Ҷͫ

մٗߓӯڱӱ୍س澝љ࣪ґОࣲھੈЏԇ澞۩՛֨ੈИͫҶԃ㕒،߂ٵࡊङ峭ҒͫЭ

չ۩՛▲߽ङџқ澞SONOS߄ܨՠҁѪѴڭߊ ङ۱ځ҈߄ୃځସ،ߎ澦҈ځ੧Оӕ

ө澧љՃҿѕߎӕөИ࡚ޢ߄ॐङ֪ڢबҼؔઁگࡣ澞 

 Ԉͺ٭ѽޥઙ՚تجܗޯ

д澦SONOS҈ݕحܶߎ ੧Оӕө澧ङךਅްҒێչઆୋ澞ـީحܶߎଣ؆ङ੭ҭކўͫ

Ѹସ،澦੧Оӕө澧ީڠӲࡌङ澞۩ћͫ߈٥ѡ੭ҭܶحਈܴݵ֪ױל՛Ճ՛

 ѣЏ॑ѫુѠٗҁ澞يڐՠҁѪѴځ҈

ࣔӰқݕ▲ڱङީͫѡܶކحўࠢܬд۩՛ଳڴङ࣫੧ेͫࡣސॹд҈ځङ߈ߊ澞

۩՛ଐઍજӱͫЏԇѪѴث۩՛Эͫڭߊ߄ܘଐՕਈث۩՛ङך߄ࡣސङொ澞ߧײ

ѡ੭ҭܶކحў۪ࡣޗߣߑڄݺ֪ڢ▲֪࠵આঋொͫબ৻ SONOSͫੂךڱङݵ

ܴ澞  

ӕө੧ߎՠҁѪѴ֠ސ澝їࣲՃআІځչЈ▲҈ڢځଐځ҈ (

㿺ପ澝ӣцҿӄेͫؠґঅՠځ҈ߚޅИѣЏ॑ѫુѠސவङ߈ߊ澞 
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 ૯ীࣩجܗޯ

۩ћࠪଌ֨ԥѹչ҈ځՠҁѪѴङЗыୃߛஃયѡކўͫػҿ௴ԋЈӧыմє

ূஃયѡܶކحў 

Â ֝ 
Â ыԃࣲՃ֝ۨմ 
Â ࣪  ҶͧEHSͨ֝؍չډ澝ҡ

Â ࣿ фࣰু 
Â մٗї੮ 

  һିъࢢ 

   
ыԃ

ࣲك 

ډ澝ҡ࣪

չ؍Ҷ֝ 

ࣿфࣰ

ু 
մٗї੮ 

ਸ਼
Н

Ӕ
Ө

 

  Џਘं 9 9  9ؼ

ॗऀॿٗ 9 9  9  

 9 9  9 9 ޞٗ

ٗչक़ӯ 9 9  9 9 

ৈ॑ਘं 9 9  9 9 

Ն9 9  9 9 ં࠷ث 

 մٗ 9 9  9 9ڭ֑

ӣԕ 9 9  9  

ࣲѽ 9 9    

Џ峭Ғչଳ9 9 ڴ    

ҡ؍ډҶ 9  9 9  

࣪ґ 9  9 9  
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ଜޣ/לѹੌ࠭ 

 

ଘڠङڔڥԍٗ澝⼛۪ٗੴ帘Ԧङԍٗঈ՟य़❔ܙӥыմ澝߆ٗԴୌӟ࣫ځ҈ 8

ԍٗ澞 

 

ॿٗͧԯ߄ٗԴୌՇ࣫ځ҈ 8 16 ٍљЈङմٗͨ澞 

 

 அકՕચͫҎੈЏԇ澞۪澝࣪ࣁۼࡣՠ߄࡚ 8

 

8 մٗଶՉઈધ澝৾ѽ澝ত॔澝ސۅࣲ۪ڶவङ橭܃չ垬ڭ澞 

 

 Ѻٗ澞߂ؔࡣіݵ֪े࠳ࡣ҉߄࡚ 8

 

8 Շ࣫ٗҁߚў֨Ԯ۪؞ৱثմٗङҡ۪ࣿډոۨߣЕ୍Ԯ؞澞 

 

 澞ډङҡࡇلԚ֪॑ڢд؞Е୍݃ڒڅͨہࡈ۪ہ澝䃠ہङͧ֡؞߄࣪ث 8

 

ر 8 SONOS ङࣿфѠԇӣԕোߌ݉ߓङࣿфԴ۪ࣿфސ澞 

 

8 ஒӲ্۪ܡ SONOS ыմ۪আІސडषыմї੮ SONOS Դ澞 

 

8 ֨带帨չ勵ૂ澞 

 

o SONOS ӲؔдЕࠀङՆ带帨չՆ勵ૂݺঌͫ۩ћЊ SONOS ՠҁୃԃжߎ

व峭Ғ澝ଳڴङত॔يڐЏԇ澞Еॗէ SONOS ङЏԇѪѴ۪Ҹ՛۪҈ݕ

ফ՟ঝչ䮠սͫЕॗݎՉѕћङ՟ঝչ䮠ս澞  
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 ૩ࠃ࠭ੌ

 

 ՟ڮࡄ
� ସ،֢ઁࡣگࡣ؟չઁࡣ֪ڢ 

� ґऊݼ߄ङކگࡣўͧײકՕચ澝ચа澝ͨࣁۼ 

डѪઐџЉԌٖ՟ 
 

� Љऀॿٗ 

 ࣰכय़۪Їٗ؞߄ђзٗٶۨߌ࠲ॗ �

� Љ֨ѠѾڔڥङڠଘԍԈ 

 ৈ॑չதѽળӮङਘं୍س �

 ં࠷ङڔڥѠѾ߄࡚ �

� ܔմٗسЕ୍ͫسմٗ 

� Ҷѽմٗङٗୃࢠૡ߂Ѻࡌ 

� ՃޞՇٗࣿߎׂݹ 

 ொޞٗ߄࡚ �

� Оմٗ؍҈ݕҶ澝Ԭࣿङٗҁչࣿ࣪ 

 Ҷԣઑ؍அ۪ۄځङݼ߄ �

 அકՕચङݼ߄ �

� ৺Џओஅৄ߂ܔކ܅ݶ 

 ՟ࢺ
 

� ସ،֢ઁࡣگࡣ؟չઁࡣ֪ڢ 

� डषࣿф३Њ࣪ڧր 

� ࣲ࣪働ݼͺગؔ࣪ՕܴՇيङऩ߶ 

� ӗصҵ࣪ङ؞߄ԗ؆ս澝څՃݹ 

ॡࣂѼॸ 
 

� էҼ୰ыુבѠͫђ৲حЊՠઁՃӄୂݺঌ߄Ҽङٗҁ 

� ґऊݼ߄ङކўչઓڣ 

 ݼ߄ৄґेͫؠչखઓӄࣁۼङકՕચ澝߄۱ޏ �

 ڣґઓٷઐԣઑׁޑؘ �

Ў峭ґ 
 

 带帨۪勵ૂ߄࡚ �

� ଥچޢչଳڴ܈મ 

� ЊՠҁՃؚڐۯ峭٢Ҹ֪㿺ପ 

ਸ਼НӔӨجܗ 
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13. ਘंܫЏ 

13.1 Еॗ▲ӤڔڥङڠଘԍԈ澝ٗׯ澝ܙ❔ԍٗ澝ыՍ帘Ԧ澝⼛ԍٗչ߆ӥыմ澞҈

 ଘԍٗ澞ڠङڔڥЉ҅ऀ՟य़ߊঌͫेґࣿфݺङݼ߄થӲؔҭૡЌځځ

 

13.2 Љڱએմٗђзଔਅਘ૯۞۠ङԍԈ۪ͫৱђзӟԍԈՠգਸ֠ङԍԈͫ҈ځ

 Ѯչؘ澞؛֪ݼ߄੧ٷঌͫݺӲؔаவீڷ

 

13.3 ՠգீڷՠऀͫࡣմٗङ࠾ધаӊͫҿИЉڱԕխஒӲմٗ੧ԈਘंљՃஅ࠲մٗ

 澞ߚԍԈҼङ࠲ৄ

 

13.4 մٗ֨ߓ߄ீڷՇӟՠࣲପऽեৄ࠲ԍԈҼ澞ځଊବݵіٗͫЉ੧ۚৣͫЭ

ЉۻرڱՇٗҁОثմٗख़৺ङஅਸ۪ۚৣ۴࠼澞գ߽ॗ࠲ৄ֜࠲ԍԈՠգ৲

 澞ৣ

 

13.5 ٗԴՑਈЊՠࡣङؼЏ۪ߣߑԍԇИѐՠҁͫ҈ځુ߄Ѡݵіܥ刑ોͫմٗЉڷ

Оܛ܈࠴ѠѾોऀ澞 

 

13.6 մٗٗ֨ߓ߄Դӄਘं੧Ԉ——ਘं֪Ї⨏۱澝⮽ࡊ澝֨ܶؔޞѧێ澝ݎՉ࡞

ऐ澝ઘؑ۱֫ݾ澝ࣰࠩৈߘեख़Դঈ澞ѕћଐ্ܡߓ߄Ԇࣰչ/۪ђзٗ؞߄य़ͫ

৲Љ؞ڷ㔇ѫՉৣה澝ੴ۪ં࠷ੴઆ刑澞 

 

 с澞ݕ澞ख़ԴःબএԥͫҎйմٗהҪકմٗख़Դͫ৲ЉՉۚځ 13.7

 

13.8 Љثڱѻ֨ٗԴأਝङմٗҁЉՠࣲङ੧ԈஒӲ澞 

 

ԍٗͫЉ❔ܙଘԍٗ澝ڠऀ҅ڱ⚕Ҽ澞Љ࠲ॹչৄڏਘंߓ߄થځմٗୃ߄۱

 ӑ澞ەளӟйਘ۠ङٷԍԈ߄ڱ
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澞࠼Ӳմٗ੧Ԉङ۴ݏўҁОކ੧ޓ澝ٗҁકՕચ澝ࣁܔऊմٗङۻرڱЉځ҈ 13.9

մٗէٗԴӟӀаவકՕͫҪકٗԴґҿࣁܔङͫմٗҭӣц߄ॹԯՈڱਘ૯

 ў澞ކմٗङЗыݹҶ؍િુځ҈৲ӯͫߓўङކ

 

14. ॗऀॿٗ 

 

ऀ࠲ॗ 14.1 16 ٍљЈङҩॿ澞 

 

ޢચ௹ٶڔ࠳մٗङ߄ґ۱گ▲ٷͫ௹ٶ߲߾ҁӹٗڐմٗ߄થ֨۱ځځ҈ 14.2

ઓڣ澞 

 

14.3 ҩॿЉڱӟ࣫֨ࣿфԚֿͫػҿީՉஒӲङԮக֫۱澞 

 

14.4 ҩॿࣁ֫۱؍ڢځҶͫٷЊࣿфԚֿஜڐ澞 

 

14.5 ଋ߂Ѻٗؔࡣ௹Ѹࢠߌ 18 ٍङٗٶۨߌЉڱЇࣰͫכЭЉڱђзثҿҡډ澝؍

Ҷ۪Շਃ؞߄ङٗҁ澞 

 

14.6 Љٗٶۨߌ؍ڱԆࣰ澞҈ځિુէߑ֪ڢҼखઓٗٶۨߌङەӑ澞 

 

 ٗҁ澞ޞיՑՕљ֨રٗٶۨߌਃङ؆㒖չݾՉУԇݎࡣ҉ 14.7

 

 ޞٗ .15

Љڱऀ 16 ٍљЈङҩॿͫ18 ٍљЈङٗٶۨߌЉڱђзՕਈثҿҡ؍ډҶଭۨ

Ԯ؞ङٗҁ澞 

 
 

କ֨ځصմٗਙ߄澞۱ࡌչதѽԣઑङઁࡣگࡣ؟অՠ֢ޞથेґٗځځ҈

ٗҁҹמեѧ߄۱ͫמ▲ێԆࣰީீڷਘ۠ङ澞 
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15.1 ٗԴځથӲؔঅՠگࡣࡌङٗޞՃԆࣰаவݺঌͫࠟٷપ߄۱ޢԆࣰୃީਘ۠

ङ澞رீڷથݺঌङӄؠѮଇো۱߄մٗ澞 

 

૦૭ͫઓڔސ۴ٗ۸Ԫऀ҅ߧײՕଝ૭澝ՕચङՕழৰ⦈ͺ߄Ӏீڷځ҈ 15.2

 չմդ澞ޞێ澝ѧޞङЇЈࣰמܬԕصਙؠӄڣ

 

15.3 մٗિુ૦૭ઓڣਘٜङӟ⦈ޞͫٷЌځਈЉՉஒӲ֪ܳӱਘٜङৰ⦈Ԫ澞ثй

ंࣰুઓڣঝޞङەӑͫմٗդेઍޞङӕेۅ澞 

 

15.4 ӟ⦈ઓڣਙص֨ٗҁ࣫֫ґԝиЗ߃澞 

 

15.5 ஔளմٗգ۞ٷਈ֨ݎЈߛङ▲յୌךѧͫמ▲ێիөЄځמથѧמ▲ێ澞 
 

ଋڱЉޞԆࣰ֨ӄङյٗܬԕͫࡌ੧Џ੧Оઁਸ澧ङ澦ऄࣁܷ 15.6 60  澞ޞش

 
 

 
 

  

SONOS ࣲઆ֨儳ٗ澝ԍٗि澝ࣿфޟঈەӑЈৄସ،ٗޞࡌѫவЛܸ

۫澞 

Ѹީͫ۩՛ځ҈߈ߊਙصਈՈଥޢङ澝ܴ֑ݷङ֪ױͫࡣސࣲٗޞ

 ў澞ߚ

SONOSͫޞٗڍӑЈە࠺۪ࣔי҆֨ߧײ Э௴ԋ҈ځЊ۩՛㿺ପ澞 
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16. ٗչक़ӯ 

 

էރў۪ͫ߃澝ܷמ澝ܷޞشܷڣӑͫઓەஎؘ݇߿ऀٗ੮ͫځځ҈ 16.1

ѹմٗݵіङٗ澞ٗ੮ЇङઓீڷڣӕेՆޞٗٯޙޥ澝Ԇࣰޞ澝澝ਭ

ҝٗޙঈ澞 

 

մٗङٗ߄ґ۱ेځ澞ڍܤ澝ЉݹՇߊ懙ͫؔܕङٵіҸݵҁङմٗٗ߄է۱ځ 16.2

ୃঅՠ߂ؔࡣѺͧࡌљ֪؟֢۪ސ߶ӕИࡌङ▲ாОӕͨ澞ثйઋўմٗ

۪ЛٗޞЭЉ҆י澞 

 

16.2.1 ٗԥऀீڷմٗਈࣲઆङધઈ੮ଇͫٷث߄љЈாऩङઆୋ 

� ٗҁङޞչރמ 

 ङ۪ٗઋўٗڱ㞝מ �

 ͫޞչԆࣰޞٗٯޙ �

 ଚݔӗாऩङۻثૉљՃ �

 

16.3 Ԇࣰؔࡣܷீڷௌݵچіܕ懙澞 

 

儋ாऩۻ澝ڔސӑ澝ٗङઋەѕћङٗޢપࠟӹͫէմٗڐ⚕થ֨ځ 16.4

љՃҿѕۻؔࡣӗாऩͫએѕћҭӣдઆЇଚӄؠ澞ѽ࣫մࣲٗઆەӑङކўځੴ

ҵѕћङЗыࠄࠈ澞 

 

 澞࠼۴הҁОۚٗۻر࠲ॗ 16.5

 

澝٫圈ҝ澝॑ѫґகޙਭҝܬङक़ӯͫԕࡌگࡣ߄۱҈ݕ۪/ٷіݵீڷځ҈ 16.6

չԛऐक़ӯͫଐޗځҤէմٗٗ҈ݕҁ۱ङٗӀ澞 

 

ٗչक़ӯځથՃܷޞ߶ӕٗҁյݵіͫ৲ࢠૡگࡣङ߂ѺͫࡌЭࢠૡմٗङ

 懙澞ܕіݵઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢܷځ澞Ԇࣰ࠼۴הҁОۚٗۻر࠲澞ॗࣿߎׂ
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16.7 մङડऀߊЉڱଋگࡣஒӲͫѹմٗՑՕљ࠼▲߄ડऀߊ澞ડऀߊৈͫޞߘ

մٗङٗ௹ځથђડऀޙڐߊ澞 

 

16.8 մٗޙӹङٗ੮澝ٗՃٗކޞўਙصґӱѕћৈߘԍԈҼङ▲ޞٶեͺ

 澞ޞґځͫࡌ߄ײگࡣ

 

17. ৈ॑ਘं 

 

થোځ澞ଐઁࡣگࡣङ֪ڢ،Ќସٷ३ͫঌչݺவङސથӲؔৈ॑ਘंځځ҈ 17.1

 வङׁઐ澞ސঌݺմٗҟથ߄۱

 

۸Թ૯ОՀЊڱӯͫЉߓङৃুࡣङՠܫԆҵਘٜ۱ଣ۪ڏմٗু୍سથځځ҈ 17.2

ৱ۪ুৃৱङմٗͫЭЉڱՈЉӯйѕћङ੧Ԉ澞҈ځځથ߄୍࡚سԆҵٗѫ

ङմٗङߓӯͫٷЌЉ֜ڱОմٗડ֣ՀԆٗѫ۪தѽળӮ৲ЉӇܣݕ্ܡ۪ܣݕ

ѕћ澞 

 

३ͫએঌչݺથӲؔځځӯҁӟдஒӲͫ҈ߓਘंৈ॑ङثઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢߧײ 17.3

մٗਈପଋঝѷନڬৈ॑澞 

 

ં▲ৃু߄۱ثځٷԈͫЉѐҵঝৄكմٗї੮ଣР澞ࣲٴڱЉځ҈ 17.4

գ☨澞 

 

 澞ߚથସ،ҿИङ՟ாځځதѽળӮԣઑङͫ҈߄ؔ 17.5

 

մٗંОਈރךםੴڢځઇ澞մٗળӮї੮ݎથ֨தѽળӮИЊմٗї੮ځځ҈ 17.6

ї੮ѕћՀԆળӮङЗы澞ٗԴځથґЊٗѫѫળङઓڣչѫઑ澞 

 

17.7 մٗځથ߄ਈԃପଋٗԴગॹङःઝߑӲͫݕӟЊৈ॑ਘंչதѽળӮ߄Ҽङொ澞 

մٗߓ߄ՀԆ۪ুڏਘٜଣܫङٗѫͫٷੴҪકՀԆதѽળӮ৲ЉՉۚৣ澝Љੴٴ

 澞
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18. Նં࠷ث 

 

ଋ३Иࣲהઐ澝㩔ԟ澝આ刑չଞѧঈٗҁङׁ҈ݕ刑澝圈懙Ҥі澝ܥ֨ڱЉځ҈ 18.1

 澞ێѮଇҒݼ߄մ߄է۱ٷ३ͫঌչݺથӲؔबҼځ澞ં࠷ڹؠ۪ં࠷֨

 

18.2 Ҷѽմٗͫޗખѕћީ࣫ѠଐީՕਈՉ刑ङմٗͫޗખѕћًйքЗय़߄ͫޕवք

य़剗澝ҒќͫҒ⼔քय़ؑۅͫݾӰОѾ澝ީի߄ত۪॔૯ѽЇङ࠻ऒ澝ۅՈէչ

ք֢֢书澝ਘքЗ॒߄ܨѾ澝ײㄉ澝〒⾶ࣙӑۀખީիޗѾ澝ײӑەӰઍգङۅ

үͫ࡞ݺОѾًͫйքЗٗѫ澝߄वքय़॑ѫӟ૯۪ޕࡇ੦ͫѮքঝׂ֜

Ғێ澝ًЉًйՉґܔङ৯Ҿ۪ͫৱӀЉӀ߄ҿѕՉگࡣґܔङ૯ѡͫѕћୃࣲځ

цٵ߄ঈङؼЏߑѫ澞 

 

18.3 ֜ОմٗЊ߮З৩ѽ۪߮З૯ѡ߄Ҽ৲্ܡऀѕћͫީੴЕ࠲ॗࠀङ澞Еॗ澝

 ӣ澝ۚৣ۪આًй߮Зࣔؔ৩ѽङմٗ澞ה

 

ङЗыͫٗԴЉࡣҟં࠷ثલ߲۪Նં࠷澝ՀЊ࣫ં࠷֨ݏܶͫ۞йӟй峭ث 18.4

 澞זܕ੧ڱ

 

18.5 ஔளگࡣͫࡌիөЉڱ੧ѽࠒ澞ѽەࠒӑЉڱҁО⚕۪આ刑ङ҉݇澞 

 

18.6 ЕॗㄉͫࠒࣲыմЭЉڱતմٗЊۀㄉ߄Ҽङەӑ澞пߓӯЉਈଶӱஒӲͫ

֨છѳٗҁࣙӑޞЭЉرڱ؉ћҁОં࠷մٗङࣲं澞 

 

18.7 մٗ֨ৈߘфҝ/暉фҝեͫځਈଏ֛Խٗ߄ҁㇾѹ澞 

 

 澞ޞङޙਭݾҟ䮫䯕չՀԆؑ҈ݕҒ㒖ݾથОؑځ 18.8

Љ֜ڱОմٗङय़ޕ澝य़澝॑ѫӟ૯۪ޕࡇ੦澝ؑݾ澝૯ѽҡҶ३چ澝ٶ௹澝

〒⾶ࣙӑ澝ۅՈէ澝ۅӰ۪࡞ݺӰঈ֜পͫ֨ݵіܕ懙澝㩔ԟ澝આ刑۪ଞѧঈঈ

չܥ刑ՃؼЏ߄ҼङٗҁИͫં࠷֨澞 
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 մٗڭ֑ .19

 

ՉङݎՉङ੧ОչЉੴݎੴܬԕؠঌͫӄݺҼङаவ߄մٗڭથӲؔչ֑ځځ҈ 19.1

੧ОͫљՃଔઁەӑՇࣿޞङࣲה३澞Фեͫؔߊପଋҵ৺ׁઐͫչҶѽմٗ

֠ݺঌݼ߄ڐي㿺ପЊׁઐ澞Эԕݺܬঌͫޞޏҁबځङ㿺ପЊׁઐ澞 

 

չմٗФكङ澞ࣲ࠲ॗࠀੴЕީ܃橭ۅմٗ澞ڔސઇङݎ૯ѽऀڱଓЉࡋ 19.2

Љ֨ऀڱՇࣿۅҼ݅Ոѩڭङەӑ澞Љ֜ڱОմࣲܸٗޗ্ܡثҿ੧זܕ澞 

  

19.3 Еॗऀள۪הۚࡣङ۴ͫ࠼ҍԩմٗङׂߓߎӯͫ҈ځЉڱљஒӲௐ澝

ߎпׂڱੂ܋ڱଘմٗͫЭЉߛԇ߆ߎҿѕׂڱੂ۪࡞Չ㦈ݎ澝Ї⨏۱澝ࡊऀ

 ԋ澞ࢬӯҁОٗҁЇङߓ

 

 Ӳଭմٗङ㔼㗂澞ߛ࠼⯱澝પଋӣङઢঈ㔼⩠۴ݕս澝ݓऀڱଓЉࡋ 19.4

 

19.5 Љৣۚߛৣऀڱմٗ澞 

 

ҿثӟݕմٗःઝͫҪકմࣲٗהўЈߚإ३ͫ֨ґঌչݺથӲؔаவځځ҈ 19.6

फুࣰݎљיङыङःઝ澞३Иଐீڷহҵؙ߲ݼ߄չઆӐःઝङѽ澞 

 

մׁٗઐչմޏґѕћਈࣲઆͫ֨ेٷӑѮଇӱմٗୌͫەःઝङ܋ீڷ 19.7

۴ӆИୃ࣫يځःઝݺঌङӄؠ澞۞ঔځથީԜդङͫٷ֨ݹմٗݎޣؠઇङ

ѹ澞 

 

մٗͫॗڭչђ૯ѽЇ垬ѽৣ澝ڱЕͫЉس߄એѕћґٷմ୍ٗسથځځ҈

 չ㔼⩠澞܃澝ҿѕ橭܃橭ۅմٗ੧ث࠲
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20. ӣԕ 

 

20.1 ٗҁڐӹͫீڷէ SONOS  ӕ澞܅ӱ۩՛ڱٷͫێӣԕङҒ߄ர۱ܖ

 

ґ؉ћସ،澦SONOSेٷӣԕङ੧Оિુͫ߄۱ثځ҈ 20.2 ੧Оӕө澧ځ҈

ङࡌ澞 

 

21. ࣲѽ 

 

ଔՆ澦SONOS࠲થિુӲࣲؔѽͫஅځځ҈ 21.1 ٷ੧Оӕө澧ङ੧Оͫځ҈

 ਈԃङы澞߄澝Э߈ߊӕөߎোдઆѠչУԇӣુ܋

 

३ͫडष澦SONOSঌչӄୂݺથӲؔаவځځ҈ 21.2 வङސ੧Оӕө澧՟ځ҈

 ӑ澞ە

 

 ؠѸЉஒйЈӧӄܬঌԕݺ 21.2.1

 ࡌ刑ܥ �

� ःઝߑӲ 

� մٗ۞જչׁگઐ 

� ҡ؍ډҶׁઐ 

� Նث带帨/ଟ䮠ङԣઑ 

 

Ќ௴ԋٷ੧Оӕөͫߎ،ґସेͫچङӲݼ߄ޑॹչؘڏޑݒߢથՈ॥ځځ҈

 ӄୂѣЏ॑ѫુѠாऩ澞يڐ

ڱથзүՈځӣԕٗҁୃ߄ङ۱ځ҈ SONOS ङаவգ۞ͫٷЌՑޏ֨߄ӣԕ

գ۞ସ،ߎӕөФեͫ۵ਈЊ؉ћՠҁ澞Еॗ҅ऀߌ݉ߓङӣԕ澞 
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մٗઍજӱ߄ыմչࣲ/ࣰু֨ӄङ۱ݺ੧ܬўͫએԕކङڢପଋଠځځ҈ 21.3

ொͫثٷѕћ੧ׁઐ澞 

 

 澞Պ۪࠳ҁғځͫޞўଠՠߚ३չિુыҁછؙ澞ঌ澝ݺثߊથؔځځ҈ 21.4

 

ઋӦͫݷޅԽ֜ङߎ߿ஔથؙ߲՟ாଔઁொͫӲؔځځՇࣿଔઁ੧Оͫ҈ߧײ 21.5

 澞ۅӇ࣫ङՕਈߛߌஔଔઁ੧О۪شՈஅ੧Ԉͫӗٷ

 

 ӄୂؙઋ澞يڐٷИङુѠͫځિ҈ܛͫ݇߿થځځ҈ 21.6

 

21.7 ٗرԴݺঌѮଇোՠҁչӣԕͫځٷґऊݶӱङаவेઍ澞 

 

ݺײўͧކޢચ௹ٶܬԕصਙࠄࠈͫࠄࠈॹызڏѹմٗ▲Оீڷځ҈ 21.8

 澞ࣁߊԭўչז澝॑ґԪঈͨङࣁܔՇङ૯ѡચ澝߾ڄ

 

22. Џ峭Ғչଳڴ 

 

іङऎପݵהױӱङڱОੂՈЉથܬՉ՟य़带帨ͫԕݎ੧带澝ফ带۪ڱЉځ҈ 22.1

ો۪ҿѕ䮠ս澞 

 

 வङׁઐ澞ސմٗҟ߄Ќো۱ٷ३ͫঌչݺڴӲؔଳீڷځ҈ 22.2

 

23. ҡ؍ډҶ 

 

 勵ૂչ带帨澞࠲ॗͫࡌڴङЏ峭ҒଳࠀЕ߂ૡࢠৄથځځ҈

澝҅ࡊߛએѕћਈՈऀਘͫ࣪ҶԬࣿङٗҁչࣿ؍҈ݕմٗ߄થէ۱ځځ҈

ऀԬࣿગޑ澞يڐځଠڢङׁઐͫ੧ۄځࢦࠄীͫݕٗҁ֫۱ङ؍Ҷۅ澞 
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 澞ܴݵ҈ݕவङՠઁٗҁސઁࡣҶ؍ډͫОҡ▲ॹڏથځځ҈ 23.1

 

डܬմѫङзԇ澞ҿ৺ુԕҶ؍ډҡحߛҶࣲ؍ډѠո▲դҡځځ҈ 23.2

 Ҷ澞؍ङў澝㇎੧ׁઐԣઑ澝ेґٗҁ࣪ކङڷ߄۱

 

؍ҁ澝ٗҁ֫۱ݱוউՃગڏ澝މߕ澝ࠒङЊͨߊଋߌͧݼ߄ڱՈீڷځ҈ 23.3

Ҷ߄ҼङકՕચչચа澞 

 

23.3.1 ࣿфչلѻગޑङৈځߣથ६ؔ澝؍ҶͫЉرڱմٗङҡ؍۪ډҶ

йԮகФИ澞ٗڏ۽ݷيڐ֫࣫֨ீڷ३ޏͫޞકՕચ澞 

 

 ЗԴԚ澞ޅஅਸ֠䃣तஅકՕચͫङݼ߄ґऊٷڱՈீڷ 23.3.2

 

 澞ݼ߄ீڷҁકՕચݱו澞ࣔय़ગוखઓࣔय़ગࡌܷீڷ 23.3.3

 

 ճ澞ܕङԬࣿडषૅࡈӄॱڱЌՈٷखઓͫ؞੧৺ЏओԮீڷ 23.3.4

 

߄Ќґ۱ٷ߲ͫࠒङוஅગীչࢦৃুߊҶׁઐͫؔ؍ډմٗҟҡ߄ো۱ீڷ 23.4

ઓڣ澞 

 

 㿺ପ澞ځҁबٷઋӦͫށஅऎЊۄځથӲؔځځ҈ 23.5

 

આࣲלથऀմٗਈځ֣۞ૉॐ۞֣ͫॐڙԴ՟Зުऴѹٗ֨ீڷ 23.5.1

ङ֪ڢધઈаӊͫҿИԕܬȔ҂֨ୌ”ङ߶ں澝ӕेङ֣ق٢澝

Ѿ੧ԈङܶॐͫҎйմٗչઘؚײӑЈەۄ澝љՃবה۱֨֘ࢮࢯ

֨বۄзўՇࣿͫޞݼ澝؍Ҷ֪ђڏউИݭख़ӟߛ澞 

  

23.5.2 ପଳ澝ӟՍչࠡࠐѠѾޞҘୃґܴईପ澞Љਈ߄մٗ֨ٗҁ

ॻИՉஊङەӑ澞 

 

澞Оஅ؍ځଡࣿପଳܷЭͫוગޢࣁۄځ߄؍ீڷࠐࠡ߄۱ 23.5.3

߲ࠒߊؔͫઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢ݇߿ځऄ澞ऀווӕځҠऄͫଐۄځ࠲

 ӑ澞ەङוગޢࣁۄځ
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”થૉЇȔЉީӟՍځЉީӟՍङЇͫں߶߄߶ࠟீڷӟՍ߄۱ 23.5.4

ङ߶澞 

 

23.5.5 ଡࣿࡋଓЉڱЇ୧ͫٷЌڐי߉ீڷ澞 

 

23.5.6 বۄӟՍङރځથঅՠઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢङࡌ澞࡚ͫؔઁگࡣ߄ө

 ӟՍ澞ۄઑગДЗবڏ

 

23.5.7 ѠѾޞҘͫୃீڷো֘ࢮࢯঈஅગוҁࠟङ߶ઓ澝ेઍыћਈ

 澞ܔङ⡭ڢҁଠٷҎ֪Ոऀͫސ

 

23.5.8 ؔٷͫ֘ࢮࢯ߲ࠒߊઓە߲ࠒڣӑ澞 

 

 கঈ৲ؔ澞ࢮԴऩӹङٗંځքय़ֺ՚ͫऀ֘ࢮࢯ 23.5.9

 

 23.5.10 100 йشவ॥ۈͫ֘ࢮࢯ▲Ցصজङ֪֫ୌਙސٵ 200 ސٵ

জङ֪֫ͫكਙصוДՑ澞 

 

িحљஅࣲͫהङґ⡭澝ଷत্۪ڢিҁଠݎչוગࡈऄثથځ 23.5.11

䯚ர澞 

 

ܔङЗыஅڷ߄۱҈ݕҲોէմٗீڷ澞ܔҶஅ؍ङڢଠ؍Ї֘ߑથ֨ځ 23.6

ऀսͫेґ؍Ҷ澞ׁߊؔீڷઐմٗͫٮԉѕћࣲઆײѾ؍Ҷ֪ݱҁ֘ߑљՃײѾ

҅ऀЗыஅऀܔսͫٷҁबҼઓڣ澞 

 

ўͫଣऀଠՠङߚ݇߿ٷͫߛݹतЇतͫԥࣞͫࣼࡈ/য়ࡈԗ؆哦սչرથځ 23.7

 ҁܶॐ澞ݱչࢰࣇҶ߶જ澝ପ澝அ؍澝֘ࢮࢯ

 

Ќऀմٗਈࣲઆङٷͫ֘ؠڅԗ؆ս۪ݹͫࡣސङڢۏऀځ 23.7.1

ͫޑݒՃ֘ؠҿИङԗ؆սͫଣՈиࠩ݇߿ધઈԆૉ߶澞ଐ֪ڢ

ेґЅ▲ӟ۪࣫ࢥࡠӟͫЉѫোմ۪ٗ࣪ଭۨ݃؞澞 
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ԗ؆ս澝ऄঈஜۅځԗ؆սЊ㾒ԗԗ؆ս澝ՆࣆչՕࣆޣرீڷ 23.7.2

ख़ڐ澞 

 

ײࡁͫސङ֪יԚљࢹ⩾ૉ֨ܶؔڙں߶ȕङࢹ⩾࠲ॗ“رீڷ 23.7.3

ԗ؆սङݹԚչ҅ऀԚ澞 

 

Иङմٗ澝֙ঈ࣪ظࢹர֨ԗ؆ս澝થֳܴ֪էځځ҈ͫࡌ߄گࡣߧײ 23.8

ґځͫࡌ߄ײگࡣͺٶ▲ճґܕ؆ԛرص澞࣫֫ਙࠒѽډҲોङ৺Џҡ҈ݕ

 ாऩङؘ澞ߤҶகӣ؍થિુځଐځ澞҈ޞ

 

ڢۏङׁઐͫेґڢଠ҈ݕӀѽପଋͫࠑߑՃԮகૅࡀ߄ࣲݼ߄થਈજӰչځ 23.9

֪ҥԗ؆սͫোԗ؆սૉЇ澦ૅ؍Ҷ݇ރ੮澧ߛ੧澞澦ૅ؍Ҷ݇ރ੮澧ځ

થऀմٗਈࣲઆङ֪ڢધઈаӊ澞ڙځૉݱڢۏ߄٫ҁܶॐङଠڢङ؍Ҷ߶ں澞 

 

Е୍ѯࣲהॹڏீڷչՉѯொ澞ଐډҡߎઆӐׂߛથ۪֨࣫֫յଆગॹઞऐ۱ځ 23.10

 Շࣿ澞זલ߲ͫљஅொ୍يڐٷͫڣઓ؞չѯݻથҁзځӲ澞ٗԴߑङ؞

 

۪/ऴॻչۄځગॹސङࣲ֪ה֨ାԗ؆սͫࡌ߄ઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢߧײ 23.11

ગו澞 

 

ऴ䃠澝澝傮٢澝ङԛऐऀսͧԯ僘٫澝ӿӢ澝۴ڢ㦈ঔୌҵଠۄ֪֑֨״ீڷ 23.12

㦈ۄ澞એմٗдઆސӱङ֪ܳޣؠմٗ߄۱֨ݹ؉܋ٷͫͨںޙ㦈ۄ哦匰չࡀ

 ԉ澞ݙ҈ݕзўИۄ㦈ׁઐͫљҎ֨বۄՉݎЌٷͫމߕ

 

ۨ؏ਈؼङԹԃڷՉЉ܈એմٗЉऀͫٵࡊڢӲ֨ଠݏޢࣁ澝ପ澝֙رથځ 23.13

ٗҁ澞߄ઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢࡌङઢͫ࣫֫ீڷସ،बҼࡌ澞 

 

 澞וગݹ֑״Ӱۅܷځোҭૡͺ҈ͫऀ҅ٯ࠳Ӕ澝ਈથґܴځ۱⨏ 23.14

 

 澞ߧડৈچ߃ڣઓீڷ澞ࡊऀ҈ݕմٗ߄է۱ீڷ 23.15
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23.16 ԶځથґܴԬࣿͫٷସ،߄۱֪ڢङઁࡣگࡣࡌ澞ீڷՈڱੈԶ۪⨟۰ङ

Ԭࣿચޢ澞ͫי࠴ԶଐځוՕؠহރךםմٗङҭૡࠚڇ澞 

 

23.17 ेґմٗأਝङ澝؍ҶչׂߎԬࣿ澞ځથঅՠઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢङ՟ாࡌ澞अ

 ѻ֪֫澞لङڐӣஜ߄մ

 

23.17.1 ѹЉڱଋܻͫܨچѹմٗୃځથ߄ਘٜङٽչݹݢЗыսङ

উவ॥ڏਝङأஎԍٗুৃङઁؔͫՅыմ֢ٗࣁҶԚֿ澞ܷ؍

Љصڱй 7.5 йصڱজͫІыЉސٵ 11.5 صڱজ֚ͫыЉސٵ

й 14.5 উவ॥ڏй֚ͫы֮םރѻ֨▲З۰ङմٗߧײজ澞ސٵ

ਙصଇӱ 3.6  জ澞ސٵ

 

24. ࣪ґ 

 

३澞࣪ঌչݺґொङаவࣲ࣪הܬࣲѽͫԕङ࣪ݼ߄ॹڏથځځ҈ 24.1

ࣲѽځથљ֢؟չ/۪֪ڢङ࣪ґࡣОׂॅ澞Րځ҈ͫיଐځдઆ֢எ߶ӕͫ

 澞حܶ࠵▲ङ֑࣪ݷҁОܴ؉ر

 

24.2 ٗԴځથڏॹݼ߄ङडषѽߛછؙ࣪ՠઁەӑͫٷґऊકՕચ澝ડܕճ澝ચ

аঈङ߂ઓڣ澞 

 

߄۱ثથځ३澞ҁݱչݹҶङԗ؆ս؍੧ۼӲؔԗ؆սࣲԣઑͫீڷځ҈ 24.3

 ङմٗ੧ׁઐ澞ૅ؞߄ࣲה

 

މߕԽܬडषչࣲԕܴீڷͫؔઁ֪ڢঌչݺଠऀङ࣪߄થସ،۱ځځ҈

澝ԗ؆սݱҁ澝ࡈѽݹ澝ݹࡊࡑ澝Ԯகהڅ֨ӄङ۱ࣿ߄ф३ͫر

ҿ࣪ثଭۨङЉӯڧրਙ߂Ѻٵࡊ澞 
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љͫઁࡣگࡣҼङ߄ࣲהՃԗ؆սͨڔڥہ䃠۪ہ֡ͧૅ؞߄ସ،չீڷځ҈ 24.4

அ؉ћ࣪߯ࡑ澞ߧײӟ࣫љЉڢۏङ߯ࡑ۪؞߄ݹڔސङەӑͫө҈ځ

 ॹԯՈ੭㦈੧Ԉ澞ٷͫقڢҼ߄ପऽீڷ

 

24.5 Одૅࡈם֑ݷͫ҈ځ֨҅ऀԗ؆ս۪䇎ӷͫޞЉऀ҅ڱѠѾଭۨ厉㾒كॱ

ङૅ澞  
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ଡ଼ڢ A. ޱ੶ 

 Тؓ ڽࠃڵߟ

ࠩѼݚܭ љࡈѽ澝梂ট۪嘜ڔڥࡖҵࡈםङૅͫପ߯ࡑ؞߄߄٫ٯ澞؉ћԕܬ

 澞ࢹչظ澝ঞࡖ澝嘜ࡈࢹ

Щ۪ѧਘٜङٗҁㇾѹͫڐͫѕћख़ߊ澞ރמোմٗङ٫圈ҝङٶ Ҝٵ

 澞ێ

㑦 ৺۪ҿѕݾਃߣߑङ؆ࣿͫОд֨؆Юଋ३И॥ؘݴஎٗҁ৲؏ۨङ

ٗҁ澞 

ׁޯٖઞ մٗ֨োؔङޞӄٗҁӱङٗͫٗصךՈӐйؔઁઁࡣگࡣङׂߎ

յٗҁИ֢ઁؔͫײ҆ͧޞٗ 40 յٗҁؔઁ֢ܞԆͫޞش 48 ش

ङי੭ૉঈҿѕௌ澝сପ੭ૉ澝ࣿԆࣰ۪ٗܬЉԕٗߎ澞ׂͨޞ

 懙澞ܕ

؍刑ો澝сପોչࣿܥіݵࡌ㺬ԍԇИѐ۪Ҹ՛❔ԇङմٗͫੴܤ Ԍԇ✤ۺ 

ો۪ͫପଋҿѕЉଳڴङԍԈݱҁܙߛ❔ङەӑ澞 

带帨 ѠѾ֠Џ۪הױОд⥎ݎ۪҈ݕͫސث߆Չङી澝䮠ս澝ޓ澝Щ

 懙澞ܕԈ۪ҿѕ

ॎٖ 16 ٍљЈҩॿђзٗҁङەӑ澞 

୳ѼંӭԢ ंմٗї੮םѫͧ҆ٗײѫͨչࣲ֠⚕ߚўળङ▲ӧߚ澞 

۶懙 Пোеմٗङͧૄ٠չளૄڔڥ٠ङͨٗչक़ӯ澞 

࠘ੑ ֜ЗыࣔૅͫԚӰڭثѕы澝ދѕы۪੧зҞெङەӑͺથҟ֨ࡣй՟

 ӯ澞ߓङڭঈٵѫ۪ީߑঈٵڱдѕыੂקЏֿͫӼؼ

ङۨߣ࣪ثਘ૯ेޢԉٗҁ֪֫ٮѽͫ▲ङۨߣ३չыմঌ澝ݺं Ѽॸࣂॡࢺ

 澞ݏԆљडٷրͫڧ
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ҷٖٴઞ ૡљࢠૡմٗङׂߎ߮҈ݕٷпՕݵݶҵङܕ懙澞 

ܬԕ࠼刑ৱ۪Пଘͫђзଔਅਘ૯۞۠ङٗҁ澞ଘ۴ܥ૧Ԍԇ մٗ֜ОՉڟ

ऊ૯ѡۻՌԆ❔ԇ澝ײભͫ࠼㩬ङ۴ԃ۪ͫऀऀԃ۪ऀ

ӥыմ澝⼛ԍٗЭ߆澝ٗׯճՇঈ澞帘ԦыՍ澝҅ऀقࡇէ१ў澝ކ

 澞࠼ଘԍԈङ۴ڠީ

橭ۤ ثय़ޕ澝剗澝ؑݾ澝ۅӰͧԕީܬիۀㄉͨ澝ޕࡇ੦澝ٶ௹澝૯ѽҡ

Ҷ३۪چѮҒێঈ֜পͫՈЉڢ੧О۪ӈࣘѕыङРԈ澞ߧײ Չથڹ(1

橭܃੧ОۨОऀङߚў۪ͫৱ 2)੧ОङЕ୍ޯ۪ۅଲۅૡљએࣲۅਘ

 澞܃橭ࡣйளًؼથ੧Оͫڭ㦄۞۪垬ދјы剶㔜澝ҭыઍОٗҁ࣪ࣀ

澝ࣿѽ۪࣪ډыঝҡثՕਈ߄ؼࣲה澝ҥ澝૿ࣲ۪ה֑״ӱڱߌਲ਼ ࢢڄޥ

ଭۨ݃؞ङ՟य़ুڅ۪څՠ澞 

 ߄ўߚय़ંОԮகٗय़۱҉݇ङٗرў澞ߚङٗҁډմٗҡ؞म ѠѾՕਈٖ݃ޥ

� ֪֨Ј澝ࡊЈ澝Ԯகङإ۪چॱٗҁ澞 

� ऀӱԮகࠑߑ澝ગו澝ٗӀङٗҁ୍ࣲ۪ͫהङٗҁ澞 

� ֨Љҡ࣪؞߄۪ډИ۪ͫࣔӰ֟ङߚўЈٗҁ澞 

ӑЈٗҁङەȔਘȕҼङۨڥҁ۪ͫ֨ЊПٗؼЊПՠգߌٯପ ٖڇ؞

մٗ澞ѕћପܛ܈ީٯӣԕѠԇङմٗͫ֨ਘٜ؟ୌОҸ՛/ѣЏ۪ӹৱङИ

ҟ߄Ҥٗҁ澞 

⻫ংԌԇ Пॗ࠲մٗਘ੧ख़৺ङڥە澞ׯӲީچы֨Չଘչੴ帛૯ѡङەӑЈ

ђз⼛ԍԈङ▲य़ڔڥ澞 

ԌԆЗя ОҸ՛ܥ刑մٗͫٷЌପٯफݎէմٗݶՈܥ刑ોङЗы۪ߣߑ澞 

 ҝ澝॑ґ澝ԛऐঈक़ӯ澞ٶङ҈ݕէմீڷؔઁઁࡣگࡣ धӮؓࡄ

ॡࣂѼॸ ऀेߛґুৃ؏ۨ՟ாѠԇͫ৲ؘ࣫ऩ߶ङݺঌ澝३Ճઁ३߫ࠃ澞 
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 ۋܨݤઔ،ҵࢢ

،ҵܨݤ 

ङґڷॐ澝ࣲܶהր澝ڧډઑ澝ҡڏҁܶॐ澝ҥݱڢ澝ଠۅङًૅث

ઇૅݎݎԉफٮ੮Ҝէй݇ރҶ؍澞ૅࠀङ੮ޢҶઊзாҁપ؍չܔ

ङ੧Џऀۯ澝Ӳଭչ؍Ҷմ澞 

ङיਘٗԴੈ֪љߛ书մٗީיӱٗԴٗҁङմٗ澞ސђҿѕ֪Ԛ۪֪ ٖט

ҿѕ֢؟ङմٗ澞 

 澞ٗޞشؔࡣіङݵԇङմٗͫ߆ѹٖઞ է㇎੧ٗҁ۪ޣ

Їޮ܋իө▲ਢͫؔઁ߄Րઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢஔள ࣀך 10 Їޝӱ 5 Фҟङٗҁ

ંОࣰכ澞 

ԅؔઁઁࡣگࡣ؟֢֨ ࣀङޞٗߎׂ۪ઁٯФٗיҁ澞 

ԅٖࣀઞ ֨ؔઁઁࡣگࡣङׂޞٗߎФי؏ۨٗҁੂڱङܕ懙ܷͫؔઁگࡣପٯࡁ

ࣤٗٯޙ 25%ӱ 100%澞 

㾚㾋䏀ͫࡉ㾚㾋䏀չײࡁͫૅ؆㾚澝㾋۪䇌Њ䬛ङԗՠুۨङԗंٯઔ ପࢢࣩࡑीق厉㾀ۉૼ

؉ћੴચޢѫॄְكٵ厉㾒澞пૅڪڪਈ֨ࡈӷ澝࡛ࡥ澝ࢮࢯӷঈ

սИ܇ӱͫЭऀҁॱલչӲӒગוङӲӒӷ澞 

Жъ۵ռ ґܔմٗЉѫ֜ОݎઇӀ߄Ԯ؞ङԗ؆ս澝ذݹ澝ѽ澝ऄ澝۪ٗࠑߑҁ

֫۱ङҿѕԮகͫՉѯ۪ࣿओङஅו澞 

ાѼ垬ڬ ૯ѽ垬ܶީڭ▲Ӥ۞֨োѕыޑԆ䡺ङ੧Оͫԕܬݐ澝۳澝ԁ澝㟣澝廫

չ/۪܂ݫঈ੧О澞 

䗄ٖ ੴ֢؟澝Ӌ۪ѠѾҿѕؘѽুৃडॗङЗыՀԆٗҁङەӑ澞 

ճײӫѯङ੧О澞ࣲ҆ڶஞॉঈࢬځऔ۪ӫѯեି܌ۅਖ਼澝ۣࢾਚحՕਈ ڬॳण垬ۋࣂڵ

ઝ१۪ٗࡇיՠգङմٗͫѕћߧײЊٗԴઆͫؼѫੴଦӟͺ۪

ৱճઝմٗͫީۨॹٗѫͫٗԴؼѫҼ澞 
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ՀԆմ࠼ճொ澝֨ՠઁછѳஉܕكव峭۞ͫէࣲۀпث ו۶

ٗவળ۪ͫৱ֨մٗःઝલ߲ଋ३Иٮ҈ݕԉङմٗͫՈЉ

ӯйѕћङ੧Ԉ۪ͫৱએыҒ߆ङ澞 

੪Ѳ ֨ࢪثகҁۅછѳङଋ३ͫகՕਈՃԴԚѠԇ澝ٗҁ۪ҿѕ

Ԉ澞 

㓬橭ۤۋ㓬垬ڬ 橭܃ԕܬјыՆ۟ङܸۅ۪Јઈખ澞ԕܬР࠲Љݧ֪ڢմ۪ͫৱՇ੮

ѠѾՕਈੴઍОۅ٫ॐङઈખ澞 

 䅅澞࠻ہԡ۪֡ہਭИԾஔङࣲ֡࣪הࡊࡑ 䀠࠲

֠Ѽ֨ ࢢڄોսչ߆ԇङଋ३۪ͫৱࣿфଋ३ИͫГڒङ֡؞ޗѽމߕ澞ௐ澝

ঈୃ֘ؠ澝٢澝जஶ澝фսԕ澝࣬ࣸչًߡ澝ڙ澝څஓ/ਰⴃڈ

֡ѽڅ澞 

ӢԔ ҈ځИͫफ۪ݎࣿݎф۪ু҈ݕў澝ԡۨս澝ۨս۪߆ԇङ۱߄Џؘ

ѽ۪Зы澞؉ћث SONOS սङࣿфଋ३৲ઈީЉՕ۪ङͫՁ۪ৱѫ֨થ

ଋ३Иੴऀӱ澞 

ӢԔࣩճٖ ӣԕځ҈ީ؍Њӣԕͧїࣲ۪ҿѕঝֺङআІͨސФ֨ङѣЏ

 ԇ澞߆㇎੧ځіٗͫէ҈ݵٷѣЏҼ澞ӣԕङմٗंӣԕऀث

Кٖݿ ԍԈՠգڮि۪ߊޢܶߌஒͫЭڱЉӱґચङմٗ澞Лٗޞପ࡚ٯࠀ

цՉ֪ڢԍԈઁؔИࡌմٗੂڱङਭҝٗޙ澝ѧҝչઆ刑ޞіङଵށો

ঈक़ӯ澞 

੶垬ڬ ֓Ւ澝ऀટ߄٫⛗恠ۅ澝恠橗澝ы૯ݸӠչ/۪ऀۅ߄٫۞նङટ帛Ѻѕыঈ

੧О澞 

ङݹܬԕͫૅہ֡ࡊљՃխࡊࡑրङڧ३Иऀଋङ۪Չࣿфଋ३фࣿ ࠫڄ

ٗЏࡊڅ澝Ԭࣿࡊڅչۨڥङࡊࡑ澞 

16ͧ௹ٶଋҩॿ ٖٵۉޭ ٍͨͫЉӱ 18 ٍङմٗ澞 
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ଡ଼ڢ B. ܱࣩݧѝԤ 

 
ՠଠङކўثйࢠૡઁࡣگࡣ֪ڢչؚۯߛࡌપਙҼ୍ͫ۩՛௴ԋԴ֨ڷەӑ

ЈͫґऊޏٷЈӧކўͧ؉ћङپЉ҉ؔࣔࣁிͨپ 
 
; ੈЏԇ۱ङՠࡣકՕચչࣁۼ 

; ेґ㇎੧அ؍Ҷԣઑङݼ߄அકՕચ 

 ճܕրڧકՕચչ࣪࣪ ;

; ৺Џओஅৄ߂ܔކ܅ݶ 

 ঈͨૅࡈ澝ॱࡊ澝ऀߣՃৈؠӄͧڣડઓ ;

 ପऽߓ݉ ;

; ٗԴݺঌ۪߶ӕͧӄؠՃܥ刑Њ⚕澝մٗ۴ӆ澝ѣЏ॑ѫુѠ܈મঈͨ 

 ঈͨ؞ࢳࣀҶ澝ਘ؍அҶ澝؍Ճԗ؆սؠԣઑͧӄۄځ३۪Ҷ؍ ;

; ызͧࠄࠈӄؠՃ⚕澝ٗޞչٗ੮ઓͨڣ 

; হ५۪ҿѕીԇઓڣ 

; আІߣߑސӟӀङࠒઓڣ 

; ٗԴܶԧ澝ݺঌչٗҁ֫۱ԣઑ 

; ߶ӕङմٗՠգ 

; ׁઐઓׁͧڣઐӄؠՃҵ৺澝அ؍Ҷ澝ԗ؆սࣲהЊҥ澝ٗޞչٗ澝З

ыஅऀܔս澝Ն带帨ݺঌঈͨ 

; ःઝઓڣ 

 ֣ߣӣٗЊ৺ુङুৃৈेޢ߄٫ ;

; આ刑ࡨוչۚה੧Оઓڣ 
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; ٗԴٵவ֣չऎ֣ށ 
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ଡ଼ڢ C. Կিઞݪ 

 
9. 澦ऄ੧Џ੧Оઁਸ澧Иङ՟ாӕө 

http://www.responsiblebusiness.org/standards/code-of-conduct/  
 

10. ଳڴ帢ৃুޣङׂߎ،ө 
 http://www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code 
 

11. ֢ எԍٗুৃङ֢எԍٗ߶ӕ 
http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labour-
standards/conventions-and-recommendations/lang--en/index.htm 
 

12. ֢ எ߶ӕԗুৃङ ISO14001 
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=60857 
 

13. ֢ எ॑ѫુѠুৃङ SA8000 
http://sa-intl.org/_data/n_0001/resources/live/SA8000%20Standard%202014.pdf 
 

14. Ѝउы؛ߓઈ 
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/index.html 
 

15. Џ॑ѫ߶ӕઍચङ੧Оӕө 
http://www.bsci-intl.org/content/bsci-code-conduct 
  

16. ৻ՠ֢Ҷࣱ⼛ 
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/1151 

 
 

http://www.eiccoalition.org/standards/code-of-conduct/
http://www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code
http://www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code
http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labour-standards/conventions-and-recommendations/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labour-standards/conventions-and-recommendations/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=60857
http://sa-intl.org/_data/n_0001/resources/live/SA8000%20Standard%202014.pdf
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/index.html
http://www.bsci-intl.org/content/bsci-code-conduct
http://www.bsci-intl.org/content/bsci-code-conduct
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/1151
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